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About us

VOTRONIC – Innovative electronics 
for mobile use             
We are passionate about the development and production of 
electronic equipment for mobile use since over 30 years. Only 
truly innovative and, above all, high-quality product series can 
successfully stand their ground on the market for such a long 
time. Many years of experience and our profound technical 
know-how are continuously incorporated in our products. 
This is also appreciated by renowned national and interna- 
tional original equipment manufacturers, who preferably  
apply VOTRONIC products.

Satisfied long-standing customers and the proven long ser-
vice life of the equipment apparently proof that excellent 
quality and the reliability "Made in Germany" are not merely 
promotional phrases for us, but rather the guiding maxim for 
all our activities. Thus, all VOTRONIC products correspond to 
the state of the art and satisfy highest quality requirements, 
although they are available at an economic price.

Our Efficiency
VOTRONIC provides development, production and service 
from a single source. Thus, we know our equipment very 
exactly, and we are able to provide competent information 

regarding technical questions. Due to the close contact to 
our customers and the continuous pursuit of the technical 
progress, we are always up-to-date for permanent further  
development of our products. In addition, we benefit from the 
commitment of a young developer team, a flexible adminis- 
tration and a short decision making process.

Our Production
Satisfaction of the high quality standards for "Products Made 
in Germany" on a permanent basis was only possible by in-
plementation of the quality assurance system DIN ISO 9001, 
already in the year 2000. As a result, the complex production 
processes become controllable, and a continuous control of 
the entire production process is always ensured. Each finished 
unit will be subject to an additional complete test run before 
it leaves our house. 

Our Service
Each unit is delivered with detailed mounting instructions 
and operating manual. In addition, our technical support pro-
vides assistance to our customers for any question of detail. 
Our in-house repair service would be also pleased to repair 
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your defective equipment. After a thorough in-
spection of the equipment and a cost estinate, the 
customer decides, if the equipment shall be repai-
red, provided the problem cannot be resolved on 
the basis of guarantee or goodwill.

Copyright: All pictures, text or other content are subject to the German copyright law.  
Reproduction, processing, distribution and any kind of own use or utilisation require our explicit 
approval in writing.
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Charging Technology

Each vehicle has different, specific requirements concerning 
the charging of the starter or supply battery. Not least becau-
se of the 30 years of experience by now, VOTRONIC units are 
already used ex-factory by original equipment manufacturers 
of the most different vehicle categories. Of course, also exis-
ting (foreign) components can be replaced or supported, if 
the technical conception of the vehicle changes or the requi-
rements regarding technology and quality.

Caravans and Campers

Current is an exciting matter
VOTRONIC-Charging Technology on Highest Level

The comfort on journey in a caravan or camper depends in a 
great extent of the power supply. The size and possibly the 
type of the vehicle's (supply) battery, which shall ensure the 
power supply during driving, depends on the type of jour-
ney or the equipment of the vehicle when being en route. 
Since the capacity of batteries is only limited, they have to be 
recharged regularly.

The typical way is charging via country current connection at 
the campsite or parking lot via a 230 V mains supply charger of 
series Pb ensuring fully automatic and gentle charging due to 
microprocessor-controlled charging programs. The charging 
program can be adjusted individually to the corresponding 
battery type (lead-acid, gel, AGM 1 or 2 up to lithium-LiFePO4 
batteries). A separate auxiliary charging port even supplies 
the vehicle's starter battery at the same time to maintain its 
starting capacity.

However, the most effective way is charging the supply bat-
tery via the vehicle's generator. Unfortunately, technical 
conditions regarding installation or engine, or battery ma-
nagement of modern vehicles with Euro6 standard, can lead 
to insufficient charging during driving or even discharging. 

The charging converter (booster) of the series VCC is an 
efficient solution. The charging converter is activated auto-
matically with engine start and, like mains supply chargers, 
microprocessor-controlled charging programs ensure opti-
mum charging of the supply battery during driving and that 
it is already fully charged after a short driving time. This is an 
outstanding solution - and not only for owners of campers, 
who are far away from parking lots or campsites.

The virtually easiest, but in any case the cheapest way is char-
ging via the free power of the sun. Use of the sun's solar power 
for the own power supply is possible with simple means and 
can be retrofit at any time. The most important is the optimum 
exploitation of the solar power via high-quality solar modules 
and a solar charging controller, which uses the solar power in 
an optimum way. Especially the solar charging controllers 
in advanced MPP technology ensure short charging times 
and the best possible power yield of the solar system due to a 
special technology with high efficiency.

The clou of the charging technology are the unit combina-
tions of the series VBCS Triple or VAC Triple. The units of 
both series combine high-quality charging technology of a 
mains supply charger of series Pb or VAC with the technolo-
gy of a charging converter of series VCC in a common, com-
pact housing. The units of series VBCS Triple are additionally 
equipped with an integrated solar charging controller in MPP 
technology. The series VAC Triple excels by integration of an 
intelligent charging current distributor into the unit, in lieu of 
the solar charging controller. The charging current distributor 
divides the main charging current and supplies full charging 
current to the starter battery, if required. 

By the combination of the different individual components, 
the energy supply of the vehicle is always ensured - during 
standstill as well as during driving. And that worldwide. Mo-
reover, the expenditure regarding installation and cabling is 
reduced to a minimum and helps to save costs and valuable 
resources. 

Boats
Generally, all products can also be used for boats, however 
exclusively for installation in the inside area. If desired, the 
units can be delivered in special execution for boat applica-
tion, equipped with a humidity-proof electronic system. For 
this purpose, the electronic system will get an additional 
protective painting against increased air humidity. However, 
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please observe, that the original protective class according to 
EN 60529 DIN VDE 0470 part 1 (IP 21) is not changed.

Off-road and Expedition vehicles

The chargers of series VAC-F are also based on the robust 
technology of series VAC. Additionally, they comply with all 
regulations of the FNFW of the valid fire brigade standard DIN 
14679 for charging of auxiliary batteries and starter batteries 
in intervention vehicles. The standardized FIRECAN connec-
tion according to DIN 14700 is available as option for these 
chargers (series VAC-Fc). The units of series VAC-F II are 
equipped with a protective insulation according to protection 
class II and a 2-core mains cable. A protective conductor is not 
required.

Outside of Germany or far away from paved roads different re-
gulations and laws are applicable, also from a technical point 
of view. Apart from the changed supply voltage or a weakly 
protected country current connection, the charging tech-
nology is put to a very hard endurance test, particularly for 
off-road or expedition vehicles. For this reason, the Votronic 
mains chargers generally have a wide operating voltage range 
(AC), and they are able to limit the current capacity in case of 
weakly protected country current. Furthermore, special mains 
supply chargers (so-called wide-range chargers) are availab-
le with an extended input voltage range, which ensures the 
full charging capacity of the mains supply charger all over the 
world. High-quality components, a robust design and a speci-
al manufacturing technology ensure the reliability and fault-
less operation of the units, also far away from paved roads.

Ambulance Vehicles and Intervention Vehicles

In ambulance vehicles and intervention vehicles, very special 
requirements regarding the charging technology are deman-
ded concerning functions and reliability. After all, the connec-
ted consumer loads and their constant availability and opera-
tiveness might possibly be decisive for life and limb.

The mains supply chargers of series VAC were developed par-
ticularly for this purpose. All units are equipped with special, 
microprocessor-controlled charging programs for vehicles 
with strongly varying charging cycles. In addition, the units 
are generally equipped with a humidity-proof electronic sys-
tem, and they will be delivered with the corresponding tem-
perature sensors for temperature equalization. An integrated 
charging current distributor allows distribution of the main 
charging current to two supply batteries, or one supply bat-
tery and one starter battery.

If vehicles have two different, completely independent battery 
circuits, the series VAC-Duo is recommended. The chargers of 
this series have two individual charging parts, working inde-
pendently of each other, which are space-saving combined 
in one unit. Each charging part can be adjusted exactly to its 
battery regarding battery type, charging program and bat-
tery capacity. So, a fully-fledged and efficient charger is also 
available for the starter battery. A further particularity of this 
series is, that the units are available with an integrated battery 
bridging function allowing an emergency start of the engine. 
Remote control of this function is also possible by means of a 
simple push-button, which can be installed on the dashboard.

Fire-fighting Vehicles
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Charging Procedures

The charger uses all charging programs for gentle full charging 
and after that for trickle charging of the battery. If a tempera-
ture sensor 825 is used, a temperature compensation will be 
executed, which is adapted to the battery type. The simulta-
neous supply of the connected consumers during charging is 
dimensioned in such a way, that the supply to the consumers 
during phase I (initial charging) is up to 50 %. If the batteries 
are fully charged, almost the total charger current is availab-
le for the consumers without any discharge of the batteries. 
Consumed energy will be recharged immediately.

 

Charging programs
   „Gel“:  Characteristic line IU1oU2  
  gel batteries

Adapted to closed, gas-tight gel/dryfit batteries with determined 
electrolyte, which are generally requiring a higher charging voltage 
level and longer dwell times U1 to achieve short charging times 
with particularly high capacity storage and to avoid total discharge  
of the battery.
 
    „AGM“:  AGM-/Vlies-/Lead Crystal batteries
  characteristic line IU1oU2oU3

Adapted to charging of closed, gas-tight AGM (absorbed glass 
mat) batteries in lead-fleece technology requiring a particularly 
high level U1 with adapted dwell times for full charging, and after 
that a moderate level U2 for trickle charging (plate and round cell 
technology).

   „DIN 0510“: Characteristic line IU1oU2, 
  Lead, Acid/Lead-Acid batteries

General characteristic line DIN for charging and trickle char-
ging of open and closed lead storage batteries with remov- 
able cell plugs and possibility of acid level control and acid level 
correction (maintenance). Also suitable for recently developed, 
closed battery types, low-maintenance, maintenance-free, low- 
antinonous, with silver alloy, calcium etc., with low and very low 
water consumption. Allows short charging times with high level 
U1, high charging factor and high acid mixing, even during sta-
tionary application (acid accumulation) of "wet" drive, lighting, 
solar, heavy duty and standard batteries.

  „UNIVERSAL“: Characteristic line IU1oU2oU3,   
  Lead, Acid/Lead-Acid/AGM batteries
Universal program for charging and trickle charging of acid 
batteries in vehicles (mixed operation mobile/stationary). Still of-
fers short charging times, good charging factor and good acid mi-
xing with average level U1 for open and closed, low-maintenance, 
maintenance-free standard, drive, lighting, solar and heavy duty 
batteries, as well as AGM batteries with standard level U1.

  „MOTOR“:  Characteristic Line IU1oU2, Lead, 
  Acid/Lead-Acid batteries

Characteristic line similar to dynamo/generator for mobile ap-
plication (acid accumulation) with particularly low maintenance 
(battery gassing, water consumption). Charging and trickle char-
ging of starter batteries in intervention vehicles, according to a 
customary suggestion of the Standard Committee Fire Protection 
(FNFW). For conventional, standard starter batteries, starter bat-
teries being "absolutely maintenance-free", "maintenance-free 
according to EN", "maintenance-free according to DIN", "main-
tenance-free", "low-maintenance".

  „LiFePO4“:  
  Lithium batteries
Charging program adapted to lithium LiFePO4 batteries with 
own BMS and prescribed or built-in safety circuit. When the 
vehicle is stopped (seasonal operation), a special trickle char-
ging of the LiFePO4 battery maintains a charging state of 50-
80 %, which is advantageous for the battery lifetime with si-
multaneous floating of 12 V consumer loads and the vehicle's 
starter battery. Moreover, the battery cell balancing is activa-
ted regularly by an Auto Wake up function.

Charging programs for fire-fighting vehicles 
for charging of starter and auxiliary batteries 
according to DIN 14679: 2008-03

   „L“: Closed Acid/Lead-Acid batteries with water 
   consumption L = Low according to DIN EN 50342-1,
   characteristic line IU1oU2

Characteristic line with average level U1 for acid batteries for 
chargers being installed in the vehicle or external chargers at a 
permanent location.

   „VL“: Closed Acid/Lead-Acid batteries with water  
  consumption VL = very low according to DIN EN 
  50342-1, characteristic line IU1oU

Characteristic line with average level U1 for acid batteries for 
chargers being installed in the vehicle or external chargers at a 
permanent location.

   „Fleece“: Batteries (VRLA) with AGM/Fleece tech-
  nology, characteristic line IU1oU2

Characteristic line for AGM batteries for chargers being installed 
in the vehicle or external chargers at a permanent location.

   „Gel“: Closed batteries (VRLA) with gel 
  technology, characteristic line IU1oU2

Characteristic line for gel batteries for chargers being installed in 
the vehicle or external chargers at a permanent location.

Adjustable charging programs/characteristic lines 
of charging for automatic charger

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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   „External“: Without allocation of the battery   
  type, characteristic line IU1oU2

Charging of the vehicle's battery by external charger over vehicle 
plug in vehicle halls with allocated or free parking lots. Universal 
program for charging and trickle charging of acid/gel/AGM bat-
teries.

10

Examples characteristic line of charging (IU1oU2oU3) 
with Lead Temperature Equalization or LiFePO4 Protection

For temperature measurement, the temperature sensor 
(TS) is installed at the battery. The temperature sensor 
effects an adaptation of the charging voltage to the bat- 
tery temperature. In case of low outside temperatures, 
full charging is improved, in case of high temperatures a 
protection against gassing is effected caring the battery  
as well as a temperature protection for LiFePO4. 

Charging Voltage Acid Batteries/AGM

Charging Voltage AGM BatteriesCharging Voltage Gel Batteries

General Characteristic Line of Charging (IU1oU2oU3)

1.  Prelininary charging totally discharged battery,   
 gentle initial charging
2.  Main charging constant, maximum charging 
 current (I-Phase)
3.  Measuring and orientation
4.  Main/full charging constant charging voltage 1   
 (U1-Phase) cell balancing
5.   Full/conservation charging constant continuous  
 charging voltage 2 (U2-Phase)
6.  Storage charging constant continuous charging   
 voltage 3 (Phase U3)
7.  Automatic battery regeneration twice a week
8.  LiFePO4-Auto Wake up: regular, automatic activation  
 of the battery cell equalization charging (balancing)

Example: Charging Voltage LiFePO4 Batteries

TS = Temperature sensor 825/625 installed at the battery
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Automatic Chargers
Series Pb
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The crucial point regarding the functionality of the electronic system on 
board is a sound board battery. If it fails, comfort ends and the journey must 
be interrupted. The charger series "Pb" had been created for high-quality 
campers, for the marine field, as well as for special purpose vehicles, where 
it is successfully applied for years. The continuous further development of 
the battery technology had a formative influence on this equipment series. 
The units are technically mature, and they are always up-to-date with the 
charging technology. An intelligent microprocessor completed by robust 
power electronics ensures an unattended charging with careful treatment 
of the battery, also in continuous operation.

Advanced characteristic lines IUoU for lead-acid, gel and AGM batteries 
had been adapted and optimised to each particular application for opti- 
num charging of the board battery. Connected consumers are supplied  
automatically and simultaneously. During extended stop periods, the inte-
grated battery regeneration keeps the battery ready for operation, and the 
battery life is extremely extended. Unattended connection of the battery at 
the charger is allowed, overcharging is excluded. The integrated on-board 
mains suppression filter ensures a smooth cooperation with other charging 
sources. 

Even if a nice parking lot has only a weakly protected power supply, char-
ging with reduced capacity is still possible by means of the Silent Run func-
tion or the AC Power Limit.

Always fully charged on-site
Built-in mains chargers for campers, for the marine field and for special purpose vehicles 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Automatic Chargers for Installation – Series Pb

•   High operating safety

•   Quick, gentle charging for extended   
 service life of the battery 

•   Small, lightweight and compact

•   Full charging capacity, 
 even in case of low supply voltage

•   Optimised 6-stage characteristic 
 line of charging for acid, gel and 
 AGM batteries

•   Temperature compensation

•   Unattended charging

•   Suitable for floating operation

•   Automatic battery regeneration
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Chargers for supply 
and starter batteries

Chargers with selective charging current distributor 
for 2 batteries and starter battery

110-230 V/AC – 12 V/DC
Max. charging current: 15, 20, 25, 30, 80 A

110-230 V/AC – 24 V/DC
Max. charging current: 16, 40 A

110-230 V/AC – 12 V/DC
Max. charging current: 40, 50, 60 A

110-230 V/AC – 24 V/DC
Max. charging current: 25 A

››   All units with technical data are listed on page 12/13.

 *  Charging current distributor also adjustable to starter battery

Start Start * Start

Automatic Chargers for Installation – Series Pb

Inclusive 
LiFePO4-

Programm

Series Pb 
Automatic chargers

         We recommend
The service life of lead batteries is extended by 100 % full 
charging by means of a mains charger, once a month. In-
sufficient recharging results in capacity loss and premature 
ageing of the battery.  

  

         Our tip
Charging of lead batteries is strongly depending on the 
temperature. Therefore, a temperature sensor 825 or tem-
perature sensor 625 should be used for full charging of gel 
and AGM batteries.

Charging of advanced lithium LiFePO4 batteries with con-
ventional units, which are solely designed for batteries in 
conventional lead-acid technology (also Gel or AGM), pos-
sibly are limiting the use of the technical advantages of this 
new technology (capacity, number of cycles etc.).
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Unit Type Pb 1215 SMT 2B Pb 1220 SMT 2B Pb 1225 SMT 2B Pb 1230 SMT 2B Pb 1240 SMT 3B Pb 1250 SMT 3B Pb 1260 SMT 3B Pb 1280 SMT 2B Pb 1280 SMT Li  

Order No. 3100 3101 3102 3114 3124 3125 3126 3131 3289

Rated voltage / Current 12 V; 12.0-13.3 V / 15 A 12 V; 12.0-13.3 V / 20 A 12 V; 12.0-13.3 V / 25 A 12 V; 12.0-13.3 V / 30 A 12 V; 12.0-13.3 V / 40 A 12 V; 12.0-13.3 V / 50 A 12 V; 12,0-13,3 V / 60 A 12 V / 80 A 12,0 V - 13,3 V / 80 A

Auxiliary Charging Port "S" 12 V / 2 A 12 V / 2 A 12 V / 2 A 12 V / 3 A 12 V / 4 A 12 V / 4 A 12 V / 4 A 12 V / 2 A 12 V / 2 A

Battery Capacity 38-170 Ah 50-230 Ah 60-290 Ah 75-350 Ah 75-480 Ah 88-550 Ah 110-660 Ah 150-880 Ah 100-600 Ah

No. of Charging Ports 1+S 1+S 1+S 1+S 2+S 2+S 2+S 1+S 1+S

Charging current distributor, switchable Start  1  1  1

Mains Voltage 110 V bis 230 V AC 2 (110 V) 230 V AC 4 (110 V) 230 V AC 4 (110 V) 230 V AC 4 (110 V) 230 V AC 3 (110 V) 230 V AC 3 (110 V) 230 V AC 3 (110 V) 230 V AC 3 (110 V) 230 V AC 3

Max. Power Consumption (AC) 240 W 330 W 400 W 490 W 680 W 840 W 1020 W 1400 W 1400 W

Dimensions* (DxWxH)  227x138x74 mm 227x138x74 mm 227x138x74 mm 227x138x74 mm 327x138x74 mm 327x138x74 mm 327x138x74 mm 305x265x90 mm 305x265x90 mm

Weight   1250 g 1280 g 1300 g 1350 g 2350 g 2400 g 2500 g 3900 g 3900 g

No. of charging program adjustable (see p. 6) 1,2,4  1,2,4  1,2,4  1,2,4  1,2,4  1,2,4  1,2,4  1,2,4 4 x 

Automatic Battery Regeneration/Li Auto Wake Up  /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   

Power Pack Function (Battery Replacement)

Connection Remote Control/Remote Indicator

Battery Capacity (size) adjustable

AC Power Limit Function

Silent Run Function

Lead Temperature Compensation/LiFePO4 Protection  /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /  / 

Temperature Sensor  825 in Delivery Scope

Voltage Sensor

 

Automatic Charger

Pb  12 V

Unit Type Pb 2416 SMT 2B Pb 2425 SMT 3B Pb 2440 SMT 2B  

Order No. 6232 6239 6250

Rated voltage / Current 24 V / 16 A 24 V / 25 A 24 V / 40 A

Auxiliary Charging Port "S" 24 V / 2 A 24 V / 4 A 24 V / 2 A

Battery Capacity 40-200 Ah 46-290 Ah 75-440 Ah

No. of Charging Ports 1+S 2+S 1+S

Charging current distributor, switchable Start 1

Mains Voltage (110 V) 230 V AC 3 (110 V) 230 V AC 3 (110 V) 230 V AC 3

Max. Power Consumption (AC) 510 W 830 W 1380 W

Dimensions* (DxWxH)    227x138x74 mm 327x138x74 mm 305x265x90 mm

Weight 1350 g 2400 g 3900 g

No. of charging program adjustable (see p. 6) 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4 1,2,4

Automatic Battery Regeneration

Power Pack Function (Battery Replacement)

Connection Remote Control/Remote Indicator

Battery Capacity (size) adjustable

AC Power Limit Function

Silent Run Function

Lead Temperature Compensation 

Temperature Sensor  825 in Delivery Scope

Voltage Sensor

Automatic Charger

Pb  24 V

Technical Specifications – Series Pb 

Li Li Li Li Li Li

Li Li Li Li Li Li
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Unit Type Pb 1215 SMT 2B Pb 1220 SMT 2B Pb 1225 SMT 2B Pb 1230 SMT 2B Pb 1240 SMT 3B Pb 1250 SMT 3B Pb 1260 SMT 3B Pb 1280 SMT 2B Pb 1280 SMT Li  

Order No. 3100 3101 3102 3114 3124 3125 3126 3131 3289

Rated voltage / Current 12 V; 12.0-13.3 V / 15 A 12 V; 12.0-13.3 V / 20 A 12 V; 12.0-13.3 V / 25 A 12 V; 12.0-13.3 V / 30 A 12 V; 12.0-13.3 V / 40 A 12 V; 12.0-13.3 V / 50 A 12 V; 12,0-13,3 V / 60 A 12 V / 80 A 12,0 V - 13,3 V / 80 A

Auxiliary Charging Port "S" 12 V / 2 A 12 V / 2 A 12 V / 2 A 12 V / 3 A 12 V / 4 A 12 V / 4 A 12 V / 4 A 12 V / 2 A 12 V / 2 A

Battery Capacity 38-170 Ah 50-230 Ah 60-290 Ah 75-350 Ah 75-480 Ah 88-550 Ah 110-660 Ah 150-880 Ah 100-600 Ah

No. of Charging Ports 1+S 1+S 1+S 1+S 2+S 2+S 2+S 1+S 1+S

Charging current distributor, switchable Start  1  1  1

Mains Voltage 110 V bis 230 V AC 2 (110 V) 230 V AC 4 (110 V) 230 V AC 4 (110 V) 230 V AC 4 (110 V) 230 V AC 3 (110 V) 230 V AC 3 (110 V) 230 V AC 3 (110 V) 230 V AC 3 (110 V) 230 V AC 3

Max. Power Consumption (AC) 240 W 330 W 400 W 490 W 680 W 840 W 1020 W 1400 W 1400 W

Dimensions* (DxWxH)  227x138x74 mm 227x138x74 mm 227x138x74 mm 227x138x74 mm 327x138x74 mm 327x138x74 mm 327x138x74 mm 305x265x90 mm 305x265x90 mm

Weight   1250 g 1280 g 1300 g 1350 g 2350 g 2400 g 2500 g 3900 g 3900 g

No. of charging program adjustable (see p. 6) 1,2,4  1,2,4  1,2,4  1,2,4  1,2,4  1,2,4  1,2,4  1,2,4 4 x 

Automatic Battery Regeneration/Li Auto Wake Up  /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   

Power Pack Function (Battery Replacement)

Connection Remote Control/Remote Indicator

Battery Capacity (size) adjustable

AC Power Limit Function

Silent Run Function

Lead Temperature Compensation/LiFePO4 Protection  /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /  / 

Temperature Sensor  825 in Delivery Scope

Voltage Sensor

 

Technical Specifications – Series Pb                  

Li

          

1      The 2nd output of the charging current distributor can also be adjusted to the vehicle starter battery with full charging current, 
  with own starter program.  It allows short charging times, high capacity storage and different battery types for board (acid / AGM / Gel /  
  LiFePO4) and starter battery.

2 110 V to 230 V AC: Operating voltage range worldwide: 90 V - 270 V AC / 45-65 Hz with full charging capacity, short-time (5 s) 305 V AC.
3 (110 V) 230 V AC: Operating voltage range: 190 V - 270 V AC / 45-65 Hz with full charging capacity, short-time (5 s) 305 V AC. 
 Works from 90 V AC, at 110 V AC approx. 50 % charging capacity.
4 (110 V) 230 V AC: Operating voltage range: 190 V - 270 V AC / 45-65 Hz with full charging capacity, short-time (5 s) 305 V AC. 
         Works from 90 V AC, at 110 V AC approx. 18 A charging current.

*  Dimensions  incl. mounting flanges/feeds without connections

Delivery Scope:  Mains cable, manual.  Pb 1280 SMT Li: Temperature sensor 825 

››  More technical specifications and informations you will get at our website www.votronic.de

Recommendable Accessories

Weitere Infos finden Sie auf den Seiten 101-107.

Order No. 2075   
Remote Control S

Order No. 2081
Remote Indicator IP67
(similar to figure)

Order No. 2001/2088
Temperature Sensor 825/625  

Li Li

Li
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Unit Combinations
Series VBCS Triple, VAC Triple
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All good things come in threes
Optimal Battery Charging - at any time, fully automatic and worldwide

The creation of the Battery Charger VBCS Triple is a completely new unit 
combination consisting of a Mains Charger PB, a Charging Converter VCC 
and a Solar Controller MPP, which ensures the energy supply in the cam-
per. The batteries will always be charged automatically, regardless if during 
driving or at the parking lot. Particularly the amply dimensioned charging 
capacity of the integrated charging converter of 30, 45 or 60 A ensures bat-
tery charging with full charging current, even at short distances, and that it 
is fully charged at the destination.

Regarding quality, equipment and functions, the series VBCS Triple is iden-
tical to the VOTRONIC individual units, and it distinguishes itself by the par-
ticularly compact and lightweight design. The units extremely contribute 
to cost saving and help to gain valuable space in the camper. Acquisition, 
installation, cabling and connection wiring are reduced to a minimum in 
order to conserve valuable resources. 

Designed for well-established battery sizes, three different unit combi-
nations are available. All units are equipped with 8 characteristic lines of 
charging for lead-acid, gel and AGM batteries, as well as - future-proof - for 
Lithium LiFePO4 batteries. The integrated battery trainer keeps the board 
batteries ready for operation during extended stop periods.

A LCD display and control panel, which had been developed specifically for 
this charging unit, indicates all important unit information. Furthermore, 
the charger can be adapted to the energy supply of the parking lot.  

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

•   Continuous, all-automatic 
 battery charging

• High operating safety

• Quick, gentle charging

• Integrated battery care 

• Full charging capacity worldwide

• 110 V / 230 V

• 8 characteristic lines of charging 
 for acid, gel, AGM and LiFePO4 
 batteries

• Temperature sensor 825 is included   
 in the standard delivery

• Robust technology and compact   
 design

• Easy installation, short cable paths

• Options: Plug-and-play Display and   
 Control Panel LCD-Charge Control S

Unit Combinations – Series VBCS Triple
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Suitable for
 Euro 6

Series VBCS Triple
Unit Combination of Mains Charger, Charging Converter and MPP Solar Controller and Battery Trainer

VBCS 45/30/350 Triple: 
VCC Charging Converter with 45 A 
Pb Mobile Charger with 30 A
MPP Solar Charging Controller for 
max. 350 Wp

VBCS 60/40/430 Triple: 
VCC Charging Converter with 60 A 
Pb Mobile Charger with 40 A
MPP Solar Charging Controller for 
max. 430 Wp

Mobile Charger with charging options 
for board and starter battery

VBCS 30/20/250 Triple: 
VCC Charging Converter with 30 A 
Pb Mobile Charger with 20 A
MPP Solar Charging Controller for 
max. 250 Wp

         Our Tip
The combination chargers of series Triple distinguish depen-
ding on application: 

The series VBCS Triple is a special development with integrated 
MPP solar charging controller with focus on board battery char-
ging in campers, whereas the series VAC Triple with integrated 
charging current distributor also supplies high charging cur-
rent to the starter battery, thus being particularly suitable for 
intervention vehicles.

Charging of lead batteries is strongly depending on 
the temperature. Therefore, a temperature sensor 
should be used for full charging of gel and AGM bat-
teries, which is included in the delivery scope of all 
units

››  All units with technical data are listed on page 35.

Start
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VAC 60-15/30 Triple:
VCC Charging Converter with 60 A
VAC Main Charger with 45 A and  
Charging Current Distributor 15 A

Start

Unit Combinations – Series VAC Triple

Suitable for
 Euro 6

Mobile Charger with charging options 
for board and starter battery

VAC 45-10/25 Triple:
VCC Charging Converter with 45 A
VAC Main Charger with 35 A and
Charging Current Distributor 10 A

Series VAC Triple
Unit combinations of mains charger, charging converter and battery trainer
with charging current distributor function for the starter battery

The units of series VAC Triple consist of a VAC, mains supply charger and a 
VCC charging converter including battery trainer. Instead of the integra-
ted MPP solar controller of series VBCS Triple, the units are equipped with 
an intelligent charging current distributor, which distributes the charging 
current of the mains supply charger and supplies a higher charging cur-
rent of 10 A or 15 A to the starter battery. That way, higher loads can be flo-
ated at the starter battery (entertainment, blue light, siren etc.) to ensure 
that the vehicle can be started at any time. If the starter battery does not 
need the high charging current any more, the charging current distributor 
supplies the excess charging current to the board battery.

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

•   As series VBCS Triple, however without 
  solar charging controller MPP

•   In lieu thereof with intelligent char-  
 ging current distributor for high 
 charging current 12 V/10-15 A for   
 quick charging of the starter battery
 and supply of the connected 
 consumer loads 12 V during mains   
 charging

•   Including trickle charging in case of 
 extended standstill periods and  
 battery maintenance

•   Electronic system humidity-proof 
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Unit Type VBCS 30/20/250 Triple VBCS 45/30/350 Triple VBCS 60/40/430 Triple VAC 45-10/25 Triple VAC 60-15/30 Triple

Order No. 3241 3243 3245 0663 0665

Mains Operation

Nominal Operating Voltage (AC) 110 V - 230 V / 45 - 65 Hz worldwide

Operating Voltage Range (AC) 90 V - 270 V,  Short-timing  (5 s)  305 V

Max. Power Consumption (AC) 360 W 520 W 700 W 610 W 780 W

Charging Capacity Board-Battery max. 20 A 30 A 40 A 35 A 45 A

Charging Capacity Starter-Battery via Charging Current 4 A 4 A 5 A 10 A 15 A

Mains Detection/Switching Output for Motor locking

AC Power Limit Function

12 V/12 V B2B Charging Converter Operation

Charging Capacity Board Battery max. 30 A 45 A 60 A 45 A 60 A

Automatic Activation D+, Ignition

Starter Battery/Alternator Voltage Range (Euro 6) / max. Current 10.5-16.5 V / 42 A 10.5-16.5 V / 63 A 10.5-16.5 V / 82 A 10.5-16.5 V / 63 A 10.5-16.5 V / 82 A

Max. Current Limit II (adjusable) 25 A 48 A 65 A 48 A 65 A

MPP Solar Charging Controller Operation

Capacity Solar Module (Pmax) 50 - 250 Wp 50 -350 Wp 60 - 430 Wp

Current Solar Module max. 15,0 A 21,0 A 26,0 A

Voltage Solar Module (Voc) max. 36 V 36 V 36 V 

Charging Current Board/Starter Battery max. 18.0 / 4.0 A 25.5 / 5.0 A 31.5 / 5.0 A

Terminal AES Refrigerator

Starter-Battery

Nominal Voltage / Capacity min. recommendable 12 V / >60 Ah 12 V / >/80 Ah 12 V / >100 Ah 12 V / >80 Ah 12 V / >100 Ah

Bord-Battery, IU1oU2oU3

Nominal Voltage Lead-Acid/ LiFePO4 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V

Battery Capacity, adjustable 45 - 280 Ah 68 - 420 Ah 90 - 560 Ah 68 - 420 Ah 90 - 560 Ah

No. of charging program adjustable Lead-Acid/-Gel/-AGM  (see p. 6 ) 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4

4 different charging programs for some of the latest LiFePO4 Battery-Systems with BMS  4x 4x 4x 4x 4x

Voltage Sensor Lines Start-/Bord-Battery  /   /   /   /   /  

Lead Temperature Compensation/LiFePO4 Protection  /   /   /   /   /  

Temperature Sensor 825 in Delivery Scope

Automatic Battery Regeneration/Li Auto Wake Up  /   /   /   /   /  

Lead Board Battery Trainer (Pulser), optionally activatable

Control Input for LiFePO4 - BMS for Charging Stop

Plug-in Connection Display LCD-Charge Control S

Plug-in Connection VBS2

Dimensions * (WxDxH): 217x250x85 mm 217x250x85 mm 217x250x85 mm 217x250x85 mm 217x250x85 mm

Weight   2700 g 2850 g 2900 g 2850 g 2900 g

Battery Charger 

VBCS Triple / VAC Triple

*  Dimensions  incl. mounting flanges, without connections     Delivery Scope: Manual, Mains cable, temperature sensor 825   Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)

Technical Specifications – Series VBCS Triple / VAC Triple

Recommendable Accessories

Art.-Nr. 1247
LCD-Charge Control S 

More Information see page 71.

Li Li Li Li Li

Li Li Li Li Li
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Charging Converter
Baureihe VCC
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The problem is long-known, but even so annoying again and again: Des-
pite powerful dynamo, the board battery is not charged fully, even when 
driving longer distances. This is caused by long cable paths, small cable 
cross-sections and strongly varying charging conditions of starter battery 
and board battery. Besides, supply of these consumers during driving is 
required.

This is resolvable by the VOTRONIC Charging Converters, charging the board 
battery quickly and gently according to the specifications of the battery ma-
nufacturers. Even at short distances, the battery will be charged with full 
charging current. Losses due to long charging cables in big vehicles, as well 
as voltage fluctuations at the dynamo (Euro 6) are compensated.

With the appropriate unit, optimum supply of vehicles with 12 V and 24 V 
board voltage is ensured. Of course, with galvanic isolation. This avoids 
voltage puncture in case of failure, undesirable back discharges and sup-
presses interferences of the board mains. The compact units are in no way 
inferior to the mains chargers of the same construction. Also here, an intel-
ligent microprocessor controls the robust power electronics and ensures 
optimum charging and safe operation. The six phased charging current 
curve can be used on not only the more classical lead-acid, gel, and AGM 
batteries, but also on the more modern lithium (LiFePO4) batteries. The si-
multaneous supply of the connected consumers is effected automatically, 
even in case of strongly loaded board mains. The automatic power control 
gives the required safety and ensures the vehicle's starting ability.

PRODUCT FEATURES

•   Replaces conventional Cutoff Relay

• Suitable for any type of dynamo

•   High charging capacity, already   
 within short distances

• Full charging when driving longer   
 distances

• Optimised characteristic lines of   
 charging for acid, gel and 
 AGM batteries adjustable
 as Lithium LiFePO4-Batteries

• The energy balance of conventional   
 generators is considerably improved

• Automatic power control

• Parallel operation for power increase  
 possible

• Particularly suitable for vehicles with  
 standard Euro 6

• Simple installation, no intervention   
 into the starter circuit

• Small, lightweight and compact
•   Inclusive Temperature Sensor 825

Charging Converters for Installation – Series VCC

Reaching the destination with  
full board battery
Optimum battery charging with characteristic line during driving
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VCC 1212-30  Eingangsspannung 12 V (Starter Battery) Ausgang 12 V / max. 30 A
VCC 1212-20 C     Eingang 12 V / max. 20 A (Towing Vehicle) Ausgang 12 V / max. 24 A

Available versions

Functionality Charging Converter Series VCC

Board 
Battery

Starter  
Battery

Alternator

VCC Charging 
ConverterG

Suitable for
 Euro 6

VCC-C Charging 
Converter

Towing Vehicle Supply Battery

Functionality Charging Converter Series VCC

Baureihe VCC (bis 30 A)
B2B charging converter (battery to battery) for lead and LiFePO4 batteries
  12 V  12 V

Reaching the destination with  
full board battery
Optimum battery charging with characteristic line during driving

          Our tip
Particularly suitable for electroblock "EBL", "EVS" of the cus- 
tomer with further use of the customer's cabling.

  

››   All technical data are listed on page 42

         We recommend
The VCC charging converters are an optimum substitute for the existing
cutoff relay and ensure a considerable improvement of the energy balan-
ce, even with conventional generators.

In contrast to conventional boosters, the charging converters VCC work 
with optimised characteristic lines of charging, automatically and unat-
tended. Overcharging of the battery is excluded.
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Charging Converters for Installation – Series VCC

Series VCC (50 - 90 A)
Charging Converter B2B (Battery to Battery) without Galvanic Isolation  

12 V  12 V

››   All units with technical data are listed 
      on page 42.

Starter battery 12 V / bord battery 12 V:
VCC 1212-50      charging current 50 A
VCC 1212-70      charging current 70 A
VCC 1212-90      charging current 90 A

Available versions

         Our tip
If the capacity of the electroblock "EBL", "EVS" is limited or in 
case of weak generator, the current draw of the unit can be 
adapted dynamically.

Charging of lead batteries is strongly de-
pending on the temperature. Therefore, 
a temperature sensor should be used for 
full charging of gel and AGM batteries, 
which is included in the delivery scope of 
all units.

         We recommend
The VCC charging converters are an optimum substitute for the existing 
cutoff relay and ensure a considerable improvement of the energy balan-
ce, even with conventional generators.

In contrast to conventional boosters, the charging converters VCC work 
with optimised characteristic lines of charging, automatically and unat-
tended. Overcharging of the battery is excluded.

Suitable for
 Euro 6
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Unit Type VCC 1212-20 C VCC 1212-30 VCC 1212-50 VCC 1212-70 VCC 1212-90 

Order No. 3321 3324 3326 3328 3329

Output: Nominal Voltage Lead-Acid/-Gel/-AGM / LiFePO4 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V

Charging Current adjustable Limit, max. 15 A 2  / 24 A 20 A 2  / 30 A 39 A / 50 A 50 A / 70 A 75 A / 90 A

Battery Capacity (recommendable) / up to 50-160 / 200 Ah 60-200 / 260 Ah 75-320 / 440 Ah 100-460 / 620 Ah 150-600 / 800 Ah

No. of charging program adjustable Lead-Acid/-Gel/-AGM 1, 2, 4 1, 2, 4 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4

Charging profiles for the latest LiFePO4 batteries with BMS 4x    4x    4x    

Lead Temperature Compensation / LiFePO4 Protection  /  /  /  /  / 

Input: Starter Battery/ LiMa Voltage Range (Euro 6)  12 V (10.5-16.5 V) 12 V (10.5-16.5 V) 12 V (10.5-16.5 V) 12 V (10.5-16.5 V) 12 V (10.5-16.5 V) 

Current max. / 3 Limits adjustable 20 A / 39 A / 68 A / 49 A / 42 A / 33 A 95 A / 77 A / 63 A / 50 A 125 A / 100 A / 82 A / 64 A

Automatic Activation D+, Ignition / Voltage controlled  /  /  /  /  / 

Connections Sense Cable for Input / Output  /  /  /  /  / 

Conservation of Charge for Starter Battery 1 0 - 1 A 0 - 1 A 0 - 3 A 0 - 5 A 0 - 5 A

Connections Display / VBS2 / CI-Bus    /  /     /  /     /  /    /  /    /  / 

Temperature Sensor 825 in Delivery Scope

Terminals, Control Front / power rear 0.5-2.5 / 4-10 mm2 0.5-2.5 / 4-10 mm2 0.5-2.5 / 4-25 mm2 0.5-2.5 / 4-25 mm2 0.5-2.5 / 4-25 mm2

Dimensions* (WxDxH) 67x146x40 mm 67x146x40 mm 157x138x74 mm 227x138x74 mm  227x138x74 mm

Weight 280 g 280 g 950 g 1300 g 1480 g

Charging Converters  without Galvanic Isolation

VCC   12 V   

    

Delivery Scope: Manual, 1 temperature sensor 825            Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)            

Technical Specifications – Series VCC / 12 V

Recommendable Accessories 
for current Charging Converter without Galvanic Isolation

Order No. 1248
LCD Charge Control S-VCC

More information you will find on pages 71/106.

Order No. 2076
LED Remote Control S

Li Li Li Li

1 On mains or solar charge of the board battery           2          When connecting the remote control  Order No. 2076 or Order No. 1248 

*  Dimensions  incl. mounting flanges/feets, without connections

Li

LiLi Li Li Li
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Sine Inverters
Perfect Supply Voltage without mains
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Sine Inverters for Installation

Mains Supply Voltage without mains
Sine Inverters - 230 Volts alternating voltage like out of the socket

PRODUCT FEATURES
  

When being on the road with a vehicle, nobody wants to renounce comforts. 
Electric appliances not only inprove the comfort in the leisure vehicle, but are 
also decisive for the equipment of ambulance cars or fire-fighting vehicles. 
These electric appliances might be sensitive medical equipment, notebooks, 
electrical tools or the preferred espresso machine. All these units require 230 V 
supply voltage, which is placed at disposal by a an inverter out of the board 
battery. The size of the inverter is determined by the case of application. So, 
a coffee machine requires a more powerful unit than a razor. Consequently, 
the current requirement is not determined by the size of the inverter, but by 
the size of the connected consumer. More powerful inverters require more 
current and consequently larger batteries. Usually, this fact is not considered 
when purchasing an inverter.

The VOTRONIC Inverters supply a steady, pure sinusoidal alternating voltage 
of 230 V/50 Hz. They are suitable for all commercial 230 V consumers, regard-
less if sensitive medical appliances or robust electrical tools. Many electri-
cal appliances in the household, in the workshop or of the multimedia field 
are equipped with a sensitive electronic system. Thus, they need a pure si-
nusoidal alternating voltage. Simple and cheap inverters with square-wave 
alternating voltage or modified sinusoidal voltage are not suitable for such 
units.  

As special feature, all VOTRONIC inverters are also available with integrated 
mains priority control. The automatic mains priority control (NVS) of the unit 
ensures the availability of 230 V supply voltage and 230 V alternating voltage 
of the inverter at all 230 V sockets in the vehicle. An integrated safety relay 
avoids collision of the two operating modes. As soon as the country current is 
connected to the vehicle, the country current will be supplied automatically 
the internal 230 V sockets and the inverter will be switched off. If the vehic-
le is separated from the country current, the inverter will be again connec-
ted automatically to the 230 V board mains supply. The high quality of the  
VOTRONIC Inverters becomes remarkable by an unproblematic operation of 
sensitive consumers, as well as by the amply dimensioned power electronics 
providing high peak power for appliances with high starting current rates. 
To avoid unnecessary load of the board battery, all VOTRONIC inverters are 
equipped with an intelligent low-energy function with automatic reduction 
of the current consumption or timely disconnection of the inverter. 

The user-friendly control panel of the unit informs of the instantaneous capa-
city and of the operating mode of the unit. Depending on the fitting position, 
it can be rotated or it can be installed at any desired position in the vehicle to 
act as remote control. With a suitable mounting frame, the control panel can 
be added to the VOTRONIC modular system.
.

85

Optional: Mounting Frame S

•   Output voltage in quality of mains   
 voltage (pure sine)

• Trouble-free operation of all mains   
 operated appliances

• The control panel can be rotated 
 by 360 °, and it can be used as 
 remote control

• Switch mode technology

• Compact and lightweight, 
 but robust and reliable

• Short-time excess current 
 is admissible

• Low current consumption 
 and high efficiency

• Automatic disconnection in case 
 of overvoltage/low voltage of the   
 battery, overload, overheating etc.

• Comfort cooling fan with power   
 control, temperature control and   
 continuous speed control

• Integrated mains priority control   
 with overload protection 
 (series NVS)

• Outstanding radio interference 
 suppression

• High peak power for 
 demanding consumers
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The MobilPOWER Inverters SMI 300 and 600 convert the bat-
tery voltage into pure sinusoidal alternating voltage 230 V and 
are equipped with battery connection cables of the corres-
ponding cross-section. They are designed in advanced switch 
mode technology for continuous operation and they excel by 
their light weight and very high efficiency. 

The capacity of these units is sufficiently dimensioned for TV 
and satellite receivers, multimedia equipment, computers and 
office equipment, battery chargers, radio systems and medical 
equipment. They are also ideally suitable for small consumers, 
such as chargers for mobile phones, notebooks etc. 

The units offer all features of all other VOTRONIC inverters. 
Even the small Sine Inverter 300 W is available with mains prio- 
rity control, which is unique in this class.

MobilPOWER Inverter 300 W and 600 W 
Sine Inverters with fixed battery connection cable

All units with technical data are  
listed on page 56/57.

Continuous Power
300 W or

600 W

REAL
SINUS
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MobilPOWER Inverter 1200 W and 1700 W
Sine Inverter with battery terminals

Also the efficient MobilPOWER Inverters SMI 1200 and 1700 
convert the battery voltage into pure sinusoidal alternating 
voltage 230 V. Owing to very high peak power rates, they are 
also applicable for demanding consumers with high starting 
current rates, such as air-conditioning systems or vacuum  
cleaners.  

Due to their efficiency, they are equipped with solid battery 
terminals for the corresponding high-current cables with a 
cross-section of up to 50 mm². Of course, they are also de-
signed in advanced switch mode technology for continuous 
operation. Since their efficiency exceeds 93 %, the inverters' 
operation is very efficient with very low own consumption at 
the same time.

Numerous integrated protective circuits, robust power elec-
tronics and an intelligent microprocessor control ensure a 
very high operating safety in the long run, even in case of un-
favourable operating conditions.

Sine Inverter 1200 W and 1700 W

REAL
SINUS

Continuous 
Power 1200 W 

or 1700 W
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An intelligent power saving control with automatic disconnec-
tion allows uninterrupted operation of powerful 230 V consu-
mers, as well as of small, sensitive appliances with minimum 
battery consumption.

Also the "big" units offer all product features of all other  
VOTRONIC inverters. They have a compact design and a very 
low weight. Thanks to the removable remote control, an ins-

tallation near the board batteries is possible. Plug-in battery 
cables, as well as the required high-current fuse are available 
as accessories.

For air-conditioners mostly the generated cooling capacity is indicated, whereas the required elec-
trical capacity is lower. The choice of a suitable inverter must be based on the increased starting 
current. We recommend the following inverter for operation of air-conditioners:

-  Air-conditioners till 1700 W cooling capacity: MobilPOWER Inverter SMI 1200 ST (-NVS) Sinus
-  Air-conditioners till 2300 W cooling capacity: MobilPOWER Inverter SMI 1700 ST (-NVS) Sinus

         Our recommendation:  suitable inverters for air-conditioners

Sine Inverter 1200 W and 1700 W

››   All units with technical data are listed on page  56/57.

 ·      Suitable 
for

 ai
r c

on
dit

ioners      ·     Suitable for air conditioners
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*   Dimensions  incl. mounting flanges, without connections                     

**   Cable included in the delivery, already installed at the unit                        

Mark of Conformity:  CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)

Delivery Scope:  Battery connection cable of suitable cross-section, 
   5 m connection cable for removable control panel/
   remote control, mains cable (only "-NVS"), manual            

Unit Type SMI 300-NVS  SMI 600 SMI 600-NVS  

Order No. 3156 3157 3158

Nominal Voltage 12 V 12 V 12 V

Output Capacity Continuous/Short-time/Peak 300/420/600 W 600/840/1200 W 600/840/1200 W 

Own Consumption Off/Stand-By/Mains approx 0 / 3 / 0 W 0 /5 / -  W 0 / 5 / 0 W 

Connection Cable Battery **
Length/Cross Section/Cable Lug

2x1,2 m
4 mm²/ M8 

2x1,2 m
10 mm²/ M6 

2x1,2 m
10 mm²/ M6 

Dimensions* (WxDxH) 160x305x71 mm 160x305x71 mm 160x305x71 mm

Weight 1800 g 2000 g 2300 g 

Sinus Inverter    300-600 W

MobilPOWER Inverter

Input Voltage (DC) 12 V (10.5 V - 15 V) 

Output Voltage (AC) 230 V Pure Sine

Output Frequency 50 Hz crystal stabilized

Efficiency > 93 %

CosPhi of the Consumers ≤ 1 no restriction

Overvoltage Battery max.  16.0 V 

Low Voltage Battery min. 10.5 V (load-dependent, dynam.)

Overtemperature Protection

Overload Protection

Fan with Contincuous Temp. Control

Power Saving Mode

Remote Control

Autom. Commutation to Mains (only "-NVS") Rating max. 2300 W

Input Country Current 230 V/AC (only "-NVS") Socket for Cold Appliances

System of Protection/Protection Classes IP21 / I, II 

Temperature Range - 20 to + 45 °C

Ambient Conditions, Humidity of Air max. 95 % RH, no condensation

Safety Regulations EN 60950

General Technical Specifications Sine Inverter

For current consumption 12 V DC, 
the following rough formula is applied:
The current consumption of the inverter is almost exclusively 
depending on the used consumer 230 V and can be deter-
mined roughly. 
The capacity of the consumer 230 V divided by 10 results in 
the approxinate current value being taken from the battery, for 
instance z.B. 300 W bis zu 30 A oder 
bei 1700 W bis zu 170 A.

Battery dinensioning 12 V:
For your guidance regarding the battery size, we recommend 
the following battery capacity rates: 
300 W > 60 (40) Ah, 
600 W >120 (80) Ah, 
1200 W > 240 (100) Ah,
1700 W > 340 (150) Ah. 
The values in () are valid for short-time operation.

Technical Specifications – Sine Inverter 

Razor                   10 W            TV 80 W                   Hairdryer   1000-1500 W                 Storage Battery Charger         50 W   
Coffee Maker             1200 W          DVD Player 30 W                    Drill       400-800 W        Mobile Phone Charger     5 W
Power Pack Laptop          75-140 W     Sat Receiver  20 W                    Coffee Dispenser              1500 W              Vacuum Cleaner  1000-1500 W
Microwave 1000-1500 W     E-Bike-Charger     250 W Energy-saving Lamp             10-20 W              Fluorescent Lamp         40-100 W

Please observe that the indicated values are always nominal values. The momentary power consumption might be three or five times higher than the 
indicated value due toe. g. starting current.

The power consumption (Watts) can be drawn from the technical data or the nameplate of th 230 V consumer. Here some examples at a glance:
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Unit Type SMI 1200 ST SMI 1200 ST-NVS SMI 1700 ST  SMI 1700 ST-NVS   

Order No. 3177 3178 3183 3184

Nominal Voltage 12 V 12 V 12 V 12 V

Output Capacity  Continuous/Short-time/Peak   1200/1400/2000 W 1200/1400/2000 W 1700/2100/3000 W 1700/2100/3000 W 

Own Consumption Off/ Stand-by/Mains approx. 0 / 8 / -  W 0 / 8 / 0  W 0 / 10 / -  W 0 / 10 / 0 W 

Battery Connection
Cross Section

Klemmen 
2x 50 mm² 

Klemmen 
2x 50 mm² 

Klemmen 
2x 50 mm² 

Klemmen 
2x 50 mm²

Dimensions*  (WxDxH) 265x305x90 mm 265x305x90 mm 265x440x90 mm 265x440x90 mm

Weight 3800 g 4000 g 4900 g 5200 g

Technical Specifications – Sine Inverter 

Sinus Inverter     1200-1700 W

MobilPOWER Inverter

Required Accessories

For SMI 1200 ST (-NVS):
Order No. 2268 High-current cable set 
red/black 25 mm² of 1 m length 
Order No. 2272 High-current cable set 
red/black 25 mm² of 2 m length 
Order No. 2262 High-current cable
red 25 mm2 , 40 cm length 

For SMI 1700 ST (-NVS):
Order No. 2269 High-current cable set 
red/black 35 mm² of 1 m length
Order No. 2273 High-current cable set 
red/black 35 mm² of 2 m length 
Order No. 2263 High-current cable
red, 35 mm2 , 40 cm length 

Battery Connection Cable

More information you will find on page 105.

*   Dimensions  incl. mounting flanges, without connections                                      

Mark of Conformity:  CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)

Delivery Scope:  Unit connection terminals for battery 
   connection cable of suitable cross-section, 
   5 m  connection cable for removable 
   control panel/remote control, 
   mains cable (only "-NVS"), manual                

More information you will find on pages 101-105.

››  More technical specifications and informations you will get at our website  www.votronic.de

Unit Type Mounting Frame S
 (for Remote Control)

Additional Remote Control Control Unit
(autom. On/Off control unit)

Fuse Holder
 (for Strip Fuses)

Strip Fuse Power Fuse Holder 
with Lid

Power Fuse

Order No. 2016 2067 2065 2242 see list 2251 see list

Suitable for

SMI 300 (-NVS)    2244 (40 A)

SMI 600 (-NVS)      2247 (80 A) 

SMI 1200 ST (-NVS) 2256 (175 A)

SMI 1700 ST (-NVS)  2258 (225 A)

Sine Inverter

Accessories

(Extension set with 2nd Remote Control) 

Razor                   10 W            TV 80 W                   Hairdryer   1000-1500 W                 Storage Battery Charger         50 W   
Coffee Maker             1200 W          DVD Player 30 W                    Drill       400-800 W        Mobile Phone Charger     5 W
Power Pack Laptop          75-140 W     Sat Receiver  20 W                    Coffee Dispenser              1500 W              Vacuum Cleaner  1000-1500 W
Microwave 1000-1500 W     E-Bike-Charger     250 W Energy-saving Lamp             10-20 W              Fluorescent Lamp         40-100 W

Please observe that the indicated values are always nominal values. The momentary power consumption might be three or five times higher than the 
indicated value due toe. g. starting current.
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Solar Current Technology
Energy - almost free
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Energy - almost free
VOTRONIC - The specialists for professional solar charging technology

•   2 different control methods 
 available, SR and MPP

•   High operating safety by micro-
 controller 

•   Charging programs adjustable for   
 lead-acid, gel and AGM, as well as
 LiFePO4 batteries 

•   Temperature compensation

•   Recharging or trickle charging of 
 the vehicle’s starter battery 

•   Control refrigerator AES

•   Continuous control, 
 inmediate recharging

•   5 LED pilot lamps at the unit

•   Suitable for any conventional 
 solar module

•   Option: Plug-and-Play Power 
 Measurement Unit LCD-Solar- 
 Computer S

•     Option: Display on a mobile  
 terminal device via Bluetooth-
 Connector with free app
 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Unit Type SR 140 Duo Dig. SR 220 Duo Dig. SR 330 Duo Dig. SR 530 Duo Dig. SR 300-24 Duo Dig.

Order No. 1610 1615 1620 1625 6615

Battery Voltage 12 V 12 V 12 V 12 V 24 V

Capacity Solar Module  (Pmax)  30-140 Wp 40-220 Wp 50-330 Wp 50-530 Wp 50-300 Wp

Current Solar Module max. 9 A 14 A 21 A 33 A 10 A

Voltage Solar Module (Voc) max. 28 V 28 V 28 V 28 V 50 V

Charging Current Bord-/Starter Battery  max. 9.0/0.8 A 14.0/0.8 A 21.0/1,5 A 33.0/1.5 A 10.0/0.8 A

Temperature Compensation

Switching Output  AES Refrigerator 12 V/0.2 A 12 V/0.2 A 

Connection Solar Computer S, ready to plug in 

Output for EBL Solar Power Display

Dimensions* (WxDxH) 131x77x40 mm 131x77x40 mm 131x77x40 mm 131x77x40 mm 131x77x40 mm

Weight  150 g 155 g 165 g 170 g 155 g

Charging Programs for Acid/Gel/AGM 3 3 3 3 4

Charging programs for some of the latest LiFePO4 Battery-Systems 
(with BMS inside)

5 5 5 5

SR Technology 

Solar Charging Controller

When travelling with a camper, caravan or boat, everyone prefers to be 
free and independent from country current connections. To satisfy this 
demand, only a correctly dimensioned solar system is required, which is 
adapted to the user and its current consumption. Moving autonomously 
and independent of country current connections is possible with a solar 
system. The solar charging controller is the link between solar module and 
board battery ensuring automatic and correct charging of the battery.  

The appliance range is completed by an energy and power measurement 
unit for the solar system. On the one hand, the VOTRONIC LCD Solar Com-
puter S serves for measurement and display of the instantaneous capacity 
of the solar system, and, on the other hand, for storage of the measuring 
values for determination of the yield of a defined period. The unit is adap-
ted to the VOTRONIC modular system (height 85 mm) and can simply be 
connected to the solar charging controller due to the plug-and-play de-
sign. We also recommend the multi panel systems of the series VPC (Votro-
nic Power Control) giving information about the solar charging controller 
and - depending on the execution - further measuring values, such as the 
levels of fresh water tanks or sewage water tanks.

Even the display of the information of the solar charging controller ona mo-
bile phone or tablet is possible. For this purpose, an additional communica-
tion module (Bluetooth Connector S-BC) will be installed in the connection 
between Solar Charging Controller and LCD Solar Computer S, which com-
municates the data to the mobile terminal device via Bluetooth. Of course, 
the corresponding app for the Energy Monitor is free of charge.

Solar Current Technology
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Solar Charging Controller in SR Technology
Effective, cost-efficient battery charging for camper, caravan and boat

The VOTRONIC Solar Controllers of series SR are 
working automatically and ensure optimum char-
ging of the board batteries without overcharging. 
An intelligent microprocessor control ensures exact 
observation of the charging voltage rates and of 
the charging current rates according to the specifi-
cations of the battery manufacturers. Furthermore, 
it supervises the battery and recharges the battery 
immediately in case of power consumption. Tem-
perature-compensated charging of lead-acid, gel 
and AGM batteries is possible by means of an opti-
onal temperature sensor 825 via the main charging 
port. The second charging port is provided for sup-
port charging and trickle charging of the vehicle's 
starter battery. The decisive factor for the choice of 
the suitable charging controller is the maximum 
capacity (Wp) of the solar module. If subsequent 
retrofitting of a solar module is planned, the size 
of solar controller is already to be chosen corres-
pondingly larger. 

12 V batteries:    
Max. charging current: 9, 14, 21, 33 A

Available executionen for charging

24 V batteries:           
Max. charging current: 10 A

Start

         Our tip
 With the Bluetooth Connector S-BC (see page 68/69) and the free

Energy Monitor App all values can also be displayed on a mobile phone
or tablet.

Solar Current Technology – Series SR
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The VOTRONIC Solar Controllers in MPP technology are the royal 
class of solar charging controllers. A microprocessor uses the maxi-
mum power point (MPP) of the solar module and determines the ma-
ximum power yield of the solar system several times a second. The 
voltage surplus will be transformed into a higher charging current 
for the battery. This surplus of charging current ensures short char-
ging times and the best possible power yield of the solar system. The 
design of the MPP controllers is more complex due to the high-fre-
quency switching controller technology. Particularly high-quality 
components are reducing the losses to a minimum. In contrast to 
conventional controllers, the charging current of VOTRONIC MPP   
Solar  Controllers  is increased by approx. 10-30 %. This advantage shows 
particularly in cooler times of the year, in cooler holiday regions, or 
in case of solar modules with increased number of cells. Solar modu-
les with a permanently higher solar module voltage combined with 
a MPP controller generate maximum capacity on a small surface. The  
VOTRONIC Solar Controllers of series MPP are working automatically 
and ensure optimum charging of the board batteries without overchar-
ging. An intelligent microprocessor control ensures exact observation 
of the charging voltage rates and of the charging current rates accor-
ding to the specifications of the battery  manufacturers. Furthermore, it 
supervises the battery and recharges the battery immediately in case of 
power consumption.

With the main charging port, charging of the following batteries is possible: 

•    Lead-acid, gel- and AGM batteries and 
•    advanced lithium-LiFePO4-batteries. The second charging port is   
 provided for support charging and trickle charging of the vehicle's  
 lead starter battery.

•   Maximum solar-energy-usage 
 done by MPP technology

•   Small, lightweight and compact

•   High operating safety by 
 microcontroller

•   Charging programs adjustable for   
 lead-acid, gel and AGM, as well as
 LiFePO4 batteries 

•   Temperature compensation

•   Recharging or trickle charging
 of the vehicle’s starter battery

•   Control refrigerator AES

•   Stepless control, 
 instant recharging

•   5 LED pilot lamps at the unit

•   Suitable for any conventional  
 solar modules

•   Optional: Plug and Play remote-
 display LCD-Solar-Computer S

•   Optional: Display on a mobile  
 terminal device via Bluetooth-
 Connector with free app

PRODUCT FEATURES

Solar Current Technology – Series MPP

Order No. MPP 165 Duo Dig. MPP 250 Duo Dig MPP 350 Duo Dig. MPP 430 Duo Dig. MPP 480/24 Duo Dig. 

Battery Voltage Blei / LiFePO4 1710 1715 1720 1725 6137

Capacity Solar Module  (Pmax) 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V 12 V / 12.0-13.3 V 24 V / 

Current Solar Module max. 40-165 Wp 40-250 Wp 50-350 Wp 50-430 Wp 50-480 Wp

Voltage Solar Module (Voc) max. 10 A 15 A 21 A 26 A 14 A

Charging Current Bord-/Starter Battery  max. 50 V 50 V 50 V 50 V 50 V

Lead Temperature Compensation/LiFePO4 Protection 12.0/1.0 A 18.0/1.0 A 25.5/1.0 A 31.5/1.0 A 18.0/1.0 A

Switching Output  AES Refrigerator  /   /   /   /   / 

Connection Solar Computer S, ready to plug in 12 V/0.2 A 12 V/0.2 A 12 V/0.2 A 

Output for EBL Solar Power Display

Dimensions* (WxDxH) 

Weight  131x77x40 mm 131x77x40 mm 131x77x40 mm 131x77x40 mm 160x100x71 mm

Charging programs for Acid, Gel and AGM 190 g 210 g 250 g 260 g 670 g

Charging programs for some of the latest LiFePO4 Battery-Systems 3 3 3 3 3

Ladeprogramme mit Temperatur-Schutz  
für aktuelle LiFePO4-Komplett-Batterien mit BMS

5 5 5 5

MPP Technology

Solar Charging Controller

*   Dimensions  incl. mounting flanges, without connections           Delivery Scope: Manual  

         Our tip

With the Bluetooth Connector S-BC (see page 68/69) and the free Energy Moni- 
tor App all values can also be displayed on a mobile phone or tablet.
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Solar Charging Controller in MPP Technology
Optimum solar-energy-usage due to 10 % to 30 % higher charging current

Solar Current Technology – Series MPP

12 V batteries:           
Max. charging current: 12, 18, 25.5, 31.5 A

Available executionen for charging

24 V batteries: 
Max. charging current:  18 A

Start

Adjustable
for LiFePO4-

Batteries

Recommended Accessories SR and MPP

Order No. 1250
LCD-Solar-Computer S

Order No. 2001/2088   
Temperature Sensor  825/625   

Order No. 2007
Cable-Set for connecting the solar-chargers to an 
EBL with Solar-Current-Indicator
(See Accessories on page 106)

Overcharge Protection

Characteristic Line of Charging IU1oU2

Reverse Current Protection (Night Operation)

Integrated On-Board Mains Suppression Filter, unproblematic parallel Operation  
of Chargers, Dynamos, Generators at the same Battery

Protection against Overload, Overheating, Short-Circuit, Reverse Battery

Automatic Battery Temperature Compensation, designed separately for Acid, Gel 
and AGM batteries, Temperature Sensor 825/625, Order No. 2001/2088, required

Automatic Compensation of  Voltage loss on the Charging Cables

Overvoltage Limitation for Protection of sensitive Consumers

Ambient Temperature Range -20 to +45 °C

Mark of Conformity CE, E Test (EMV/automotive Regulations)

General technical details of the Solar Charging Controllers Series SR and MPP
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How much energy does 
my solar system supply?
How much energy does my solar system really supply? Is the board bat-
tery fully charged? Are the solar modules shaded or soiled or is something 
wrong? Is the capacity of the solar modules consistent with the specifica-
tions of the manufacturer, or does the system deliver completely different 
values? All these questions can be answered directly and conveniently with 
the LCD-Solar-Computer S. 

Connection of the LCD-Solar-Computer S to the VOTRONIC Solar Charging 
Controllers, series SR and MPP, is very easy by means of the supplied plug-
and-play control cable of 5 m length. After that, the desired information is 
provided immediately and comprehensively. 

Matching to the VOTRONIC modular system (rack units 85 
mm), the LCD-Solar-Computer S is executed as panel version. 
Appearance and mechanics are adapted to the other display 
modules. The small dimensions of the front panel and the 
particularly small mounting depth of only 22 mm allow an 
installation at almost any location. 

•   Compatible with the VOTRONIC   
 Solar Controllers (SR and MPP), 
 as well as VBCS Triple

• Large, clearly arranged display

• Very easy operation

• Illuminated, excellently readable   
 display

• Small mounting depth 22 mm

• Retrofit at any time

• Option: Casing S 
 
•   Optional: Bluetooth Connector S-BC

PRODUCT FEATURES

85

LCD-Solar-Computer S
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LCD-Solar-Computer S
Energy and power measuring unit for the solar system

LCD-Solar-Computer S

Unit Type LCD-Solar-Computer S

Order No. 1250

Battery Voltage 12 and 24 V

Current Consumption (Illumination abswitchable)      3-30 mA

Measuring Range

Dimensions (HxWxD) 85x80x24 mm

Assembly Dimensions (HxWxD)    70x65x22 mm

Weight 55 g

Measuring Devices and Displays

LCD-Solar-Computer S

Mark of Conformity:  CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations) 

Delivery Scope:  fastening screws, manual, drilling jig,  
     control cable of 5 m length

Recommended Accessories: Casing S Order No. 2024,  
Control Cable 5 m extension Order No. 2005

PLUG
 AND PLAY 85

The measuring values are displayed at the push of a button. The display is 
illuminated (switchable). So, the legibility of the values is very well, even 
at a great distance and with all lighting conditions. The display informs 
of the instantaneous solar power (W), of the instantaneous battery vol-
tage (V) and the instantaneous solar current (A). Thus, influences of the 
weather, partial shading or exposure to the sun can be realized quickly. A 
separate sun symbol informs of the operating state of the solar charging 
controller. It is flashing, if the solar current is limited due to a full battery. 
The generated solar power (Wh) and the charge (Ah) are calculated and 
can be displayed at the push of a button. The values can be used for own 
statistical purposes even over days and weeks. Both displayed values can 
be reset separately to "zero" at any time.

         Our tip
 With the Bluetooth Connector S-BC (see page 68/69) and the free

Energy Monitor App all values can also be displayed on a mobile phone
or tablet.

 The following values are measured by microprocessor control, calculated and displayed:

Instantaneous Solar Power    0-999 W (Watts)

Instantaneous Solar Current  0-60 A (Ampere) 

Instantaneous Voltage of the Solar Battery   7-32.0 V (Volts)              

Charged Solar Capacity   0-9999 Ah (Ampere-hours)

Charged Solar Energy    0-9999 kWh (kilowatt-hours)
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Measuring and Tank Displays
View of everything, control of everything
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Energy Monitor

Energy Monitor via Bluetooth
The Votronic Energy Monitor is a special communication module (Bluetooth 
connector S-BC). Combined with a Votronic Solar Charging Converter (from 
2013) with LCD Solar Computer S and/or the LCD Battery Computer S or VPC 
Jupiter with Smart Shunt, the values, which are indicated on a corresponding 
display, are communicated to a mobile terminal device via Bluetooth. The requi-
red app for Android or iOS can be downloaded free of charge from Google Play 
Store or IOS App Store. 

Connection of the Bluetooth Connector S-BC is simple as can be. Connect the 
delivered modular cable to the Votronic Solar Charging Controller and the LCD 
Solar Computer S or to the Smart Shunt and the LCD Battery Computer S or 
the VPC Jupiter. The unit is equipped with 2 inputs and 2 outputs allowing the 
connection of 1 solar controller with LCD Solar Computer and 1 Smart Shunt 
with LCD Battery Computer or VPC Jupiter at a time. 

In this way, all information of the board battery, such as voltage, charging cur-
rent, discharging current, the residual capacity and all data of the solar system 
can be read conveniently via mobile phone or tablet. In addition, the most im-
portant data are recorded and graphically represented, and they are stored for 
a longer period. Also, an export as CSV file for purposes of analysis is possible. 
Later installation of the Bluetooth Connector S-BC is possible at any time. 

Operation also outside 
the vehicle

•   Compatible with LCD Battery 
 Computer S and VPC Jupiter

•   Compatible with Votronic Solar   
 Charging Controller (SR and MPP)   
 from 2013 with LCD Solar Computer S

•   Solar and battery information 
 via a common communication 
 module (dual mode)

•   Easy installation (plug & play)

•   Retrofittable at any time

•   Compact design and minimum 
 current consumption

•   Connection via Bluetooth 4.0 
 (2.4 GHz)

•   Open-air range up to 50 m 

•   Free App (Android and iOS)

•   Export as CSV file for purposes 
 of analysis

PRODUCT FEATURES

for Android ab 5.0

in Apple App Store from iOS 10, 
iPhone (from 5) or iPad (from 3rd generation)
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Mark of Conformity: CE        

Delivery Scope: manual, 2x control Cable 6-pin 1 m   

Unit Type Bluetooth Connector S-BC

Order No.  1430

Dimensions (WxDxH) 75x47x24 mm

Weight   37 g

Measuring Devices and Displays

Energy Monitor

Smart-Shunt
(in Delivery Scope Battery Computer S)

Votronic Solar-Charger
(SR- or MPP-Series)

Bluetooth 
Connector S-BC

Energy Monitor App

LCD Solar
Computer S

LCD Battery 
Computer S

Indication 
of battery values

Indication 
of solar values
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No matter, if in the camper, boat or intervention vehicle: For the various su-
pervision and control tasks regarding the electricity on board, exact mea-
suring and display systems for display of the desired information are in-
dispensable to the user. The VOTRONIC modular system consists of digital 
measuring units in LED or LCD execution, which can be combined according 
to the individual requirements of the user. They provide important display 
possibilities around power supply and inform of the tank levels as well as of 
time and temperature. Switch panels and fuse panels complete the system.  

The LCD modules excel by the excellent legibility of the large, bright LCD 
display, as well as very easy handling. The illumination of the LCD display 
can be adjusted individually or it can be switched-off completely to reduce 
the already low current consumption additionally. The legibility is very well, 
even at a great distance or with views from different angles and with all ligh-
ting conditions.

The VOTRONIC modular system is build as a panel version and 
adapt in appearance and mechanics (identical height 85 mm) 
to the other display modules. The small dimensions of the front 
panel and the particularly small mounting depth of only 22 mm 
allow an installation at almost any location. The storage place 
behind can stii be used completely

View of everything, control of everything
VOTRONIC Modular System - Digital measuring units

85

•   Extensive product range

• Possibility of integration due to   
 matching appearance and 
 mechanics

• Uniform height 85 mm

• Mounting depth approx. 22 mm

• Display in LED or LCD

• Large, illuminated LC Display

• Protected against overload and   
 reverse battery

• Protection against reverse battery

• Connection by means of terminal   
 screws or by plug-and-play

• Easy installation and operation

• Extremely low current consumption

SYSTEM FEATURES

Measuring Devices and Displays 
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LCD-Charge Control S
Control and operating unit for Unit Combinations and Charging Converter

 
•   Compatible with VOTRONIC 
 Charger VBCS Triple and Automatic   
 Charger VCC 

• Large, clearly arranged display

• Bright display with white illumination 

• Display of the active charging source  
 mains/charging converter/solar

• Control of the mains charging  
 function, AC Power Limit

• Display of the battery charging 
 phases

• Voltage and charging current display

• Solar computer function
 (only VBCS Triple)

PRODUCT FEATURES

Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)  

Delivery Scope: fastening screws, manual, drilling jig,  
control cable of 5 m length

Recommended Accessories: Casing S Order No. 2024,   
control Cable 5 m extension Order No. 2005

Unit Type LCD-Charge Control S
for all Triple-Charger

LCD-Charge Control S-VCC 
for current 12 V charge converter  

Order No. 1247 1248

Charging phase/current, Voltage Board-/Starter Battery  

AC-Mode (ON/OFF/Limit)

Solar-Computer (only VBCS Triple)

Current Consumption (Illumination abswitchable)  3-30 mA 3-30 mA

Dimensions (HxWxD) 85x80x24 mm 85x80x24 mm

Assembly Dimensions (HxWxD) 70x65x22 mm 70x65x22 mm

Weight 55 g 55 g

Measuring Devices and Displays

LCD-Charge Control S

PLUG
 AND PLAY 85

The LCD Charge Control S is a control and operating unit, which displays 
the status of the individual charging sources, the instantaneous charging 
phase, the voltage of board and starter battery and the instantaneous char-
ging current. During solar operation, the instantaneous solar power (W) 
and the energy values (Wh and Ah) are displayed. Depending on the exe-
cution, the mains charging mode can be switched-on or -off manually or 
the capacity can be reduced (AC Power Limit), such as in case of weakly 
protected country current. A special protective function ensures that mains 
charging is reactivated, if the board battery runs the risk to become totally 
discharged. The clearly arranged display is illuminated and offers excellent 
legibility with very low current consumption. Retrofit of the unit, also 
subsequently, is easily possible by means of the plug-and-play connection, 
and due to the compact design, it can be installed at almost any location.
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The crucial point for comfort on journey is the battery. It is really annoying, 
when the battery signalises suddenly and unexpectedly total discharge 
and the comfort ends. But how much power is still in the battery? Is the 
battery really “Full”? Why is energy still taken from the battery, although 
the consumers have been switched-off? The LCD-Battery-Computer S gi-
ves the answer to these and other questions.

It informs of all current data of the battery. All charging and discharging 
currents are recorded accurately. Battery size, self-discharge, battery load 
etc. are considered by means of programmed characteristic diagrams. 
Battery voltage or current, as well as the charging state are displayed as 
residual capacity in ampere-hours or as percentage and as level bar. Addi-
tionally, the voltage of the starter battery can be displayed. 

The freely programmable terminal can also be used for purposes of control, 
supervision and warning, for instance as remote-controllable main switch 
with undervoltage protection. Then, the consumers are switched-off via a 
connected switch unit (such as Switch Unit 40 or 100), which can be effec-
ted manually at any time or automatically, as soon as the adjusted lower 
value is attained. They can be reconnected manually by pressing a key and 
by activation of the function EMERGENCY-ON. Installation is conceivably 
simple: The supplied precision measuring resistor (shunt) will be connec-
ted directly to the negative pole of the board battery and to the display 
using the plug-and-go cable. The small mounting depth of only 22 mm 
allows an installation of the display at almost any location.

Fully charged or only half-fully? 
How much residual charge does my board battery still have?

•   Fuel gauge for the battery

• Bright display with white 
 illumination

• Indication of the battery's charging 
 state adjustable for lead-acid, gel,   
 AGM, as well as LiFePO4 batteries

• Residual capacity in Ah and %

• Charging/discharging current in A

• Voltage for 2nd battery in V

• Programmable terminal with main   
 switch function up to 100 A

• Including precision measuring 
 resistor

• For all 12 V and 24 V batteries

•   Optional: Bluetooth Connector S-BC

PRODUCT FEATURES

LCD-Battery-Computer S

Unit Type LCD-Battery Computer 100 S LCD-Battery Computer 200 S LCD-Battery Computer 400 S

Order No.  1263 1266 1269

Batterie-Nennspannung Blei-Säure/Gel/AGM 12 and 24 V 12 and 24 V 12 and 24 V

Battery Voltage LiFePO4 12.8-13.2 V / 25.6-26.4 V 12.8-13.2 V / 25.6-26.4 V 12.8-13.2 V / 25.6-26.4 V

Measuring Shunt in the Delivery Scope 100 A 200 A 400 A

Current Consumption (Illumination abswitchable)    8-60 mA 8-60 mA 8-60 mA

Nominal Capacity of Battery adjustable     50-2000 Ah 50-2000 Ah 100-2000 Ah

Current Carrying Capacity Duration/15 Min/Short-time +/- 100/150/450 A +/- 200/300/900 A +/- 400/600/1800 A

Dimensions Display (HxWxD) 85x80x24 mm 85x80x24 mm 85x80x24 mm

Assembly Dimensions (HxWxD) 72x66x22 mm 72x66x22 mm 72x66x22 mm

Dimensions  Shunt (HxWxD) 135x32x44 mm 135x32x44 mm 135x32x44 mm

Weight Display/Smart-Shunt 55 g/240 g 55 g/240 g 55 g/245 g

Measuring Devices and Displays

LCD-Battery-Computer S

Mark of Conformity:   CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)  

Delivery Scope:    Display unit, Smart-Shunt 100 A, 200 A or 400 A, control cable of 5 m length, ground strap, fastening screws, manual, drilling jig

Recommended Accessories:  Casing S Order No. 2024, control cable of 5 m length Order No. 2005, Switch Unit 40 A Order No. 2071, Switch Unit 100 A Order No. 2072

››  More technical specifications and informations you will get at our website  www.votronic.de
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Important information concerning the measuring shunt
The choice of the suitable smart shunt (100 S, 200 S or 400 S) is exclu-
sively depending on the maximum permanent load by consumers. 
It does not depend on the battery capacity (size).

Battery Current during Charging

LCD-Battery-Computer S

LCD-Battery-Computer S
The fuel gauge for the battery

Available Capacity in % Voltage Board Battery

 Display of remaining time

•  Battery voltage board battery, 7 to 32 V (Volts), 
 internal measuring scale 0.1 V.
 Allows drawing conclusions from the battery behaviour in case 
 of variations in load and serves as operational check, for instance, of the
  charger, the solar system, the dynamo etc.

•  Battery current (+ = charge/– = discharge) +/- 0 bis max. +/- 1800 A 
 (Amperes, depending on type), internal measuring scale 0.1 A.
 control of the discharge current rates  (load) by the consumers, 
 indicated by the sign „–“. Control of the discharge current rates 
 identified by a “Charge“ sign.

•  Battery capacity „Ah“ (residual charge in ampere-hours) from 0 Ah 
 (empty) to nominal capacity (full), max. 2000 Ah.

•  Battery capacity „%“ (percentage residual charge) from 0 % (empty) 
 to nominal capacity (full), 100 %.

•  Battery voltage starter battery, 2nd battery, 7 to 32 V (Volts), 
 internal measuring scale 0.1 V.

•  Terminal, freely programmable and tactile (PNP, plus potential 
 12 V / 24 V, max. 0.5 A).

•  Display of remaining time "h", as calculational reference point for the
 calculation, how long the residual capacity is sufficient until the adjusted  
      switching off threshold is reached, in case of constant current consumption.

PLUG
 AND PLAY 85

Smart-Shunt 100 A, 200 A or 400 A (Precision Measuring Resistor), 
included in the items delivered

         Our tip
 With the Bluetooth Connector S-BC (see page 68/69) and the free

Energy Monitor App all values can also be displayed on a mobile 
phone or tablet.
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LCD-Voltmeter S / Duo Storage Battery Tester S

85

The LCD-Voltmeter S displays the exact voltage values of board and 
starter battery at the push of a button. The additional bar graph 
shows the interesting range of the battery from 10.5 V to 15 V at a 
glance. 

LCD-Voltmeter S
Digital measuring unit for measurement of the voltage of board and starter battery

Delivery Scope: Fastening screws, Manual, drilling jig 

Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/Automotive regulations)   

Unit Type LCD-Voltmeter S

Order No. 1256

Battery Voltage 12 and 24 V

Voltage Measurement Range 7-32 V

Measuring Range 0.1 V

Power Consumption (Illumination abswitchable)    1-30 mA

Dimensions (HxWxD) 85x80x24 mm

Assembly Dimensions (HxWxD) 72x66x22 mm

Weight   55 g

Measuring Devices and Displays

LCD-Voltmeter S

››  More technical specifications and informations you will get at our website  www.votronic.de

Exact measurement of the board voltage 
ensures safety, and it's hard to imagine 
a modern camper without it. The con-
venient 10-stage LED display of the Duo 
Storage Battery Tester S clearly indicates 
the voltage range of board and starter 
battery from total discharge up to ma-
ximum charging voltage. Even interme-
diate values are clearly legible due to 
the different brightness of the adjacent 
light-emitting diodes. At the push of a 
button, the board or starter battery is dis-
played, or the display is switched-off. In 
case of low battery voltage, red LEDs in-
dicate that inmediate battery recharging 
is required.

Duo Storage Battery Tester S
Voltmeter for board battery and starter battery

85 Matching to the VOTRONIC modular system, panels with identical height of 85 mm are offered, 
which can be applied as individual units or in combination.

Mark of Conformity:  CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations) 

Delivery Scope:           Fastening screws, manual, drilling jig

Unit Type Duo Storage 
Battery Tester S

Order No.  1245

Display Type LED

Battery Voltage 12 V

Voltage Measurement Range    10.5-15.0 V

Measuring Scale  0,1 V

Current Consumption 1-15 mA

Dimensions (HxWxD)  85x47x17 mm

Assembly Dimensions (HxWxD)   62x29x14 mm

Weight   28 g

Measuring Devices and Displays
Duo Storage Battery Tester S
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Optional
DCF-Modul

Delivery Scope: Fastening screws, Manual, drilling jig 

Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/Automotive regulations)   

Duo Storage Battery Tester S
Voltmeter for board battery and starter battery

Mark of Conformity:  CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations) 

Delivery Scope:           Fastening screws, manual, drilling jig

Unit Type Duo Storage 
Battery Tester S

Order No.  1245

Display Type LED

Battery Voltage 12 V

Voltage Measurement Range    10.5-15.0 V

Measuring Scale  0,1 V

Current Consumption 1-15 mA

Dimensions (HxWxD)  85x47x17 mm

Assembly Dimensions (HxWxD)   62x29x14 mm

Weight   28 g

85

LCD-Thermometer / Clock S
Unit combination of triple thermometer and crystal clock

Unit Type LCD-Thermometer/Clock S

Order No.  1253

Battery Voltage 12 und 24 V

Current Consumption (Illumination abswitchable) 1-30 mA

Measuring Range -30 to +70 °C

Dimensions (HxWxD) 85x80x24 mm

Assembly Dimensions (HxWxD)    70x65x22 mm

Weight 60 g

Measuring Devices and Displays

LCD-Thermometer/Clock S

Mark of Conformity:   CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations) 

Delivery Scope:    fastening screws, manual, drilling jig, 
    1 piece outdoor sensor and plug-in type terminal 
Recommended Accessories:  Casing S Order No. 2014, Control Cable 5 m 
    extension Order No. 2005, Temperature Sensor 825/625 
    Order No. 2001/2088, Inside Temperature Sensor  
    Order No. 2085, DCF Module Order No. 2062

Inside Temperature Sensor
Order No. 2085

DCF Module
Order No. 2062

The LCD-Thermometer / Clock S is a unit combination consis-
ting of a triple thermometer for display of the inside and outside 
temperature, as well as of a third temperature range in °C and of 
a crystal clock in 24 hours format.

The inside temperature is measured by a temperature sensor, 
which is integrated in the unit, while the outside Temperature is 
measured by the temperature sensor 825 (order No. 2001) being 
included in the standard delivery. The additional measuring in-

put is suitable for tasks, such as the supervision of a refrigerator 
box or heat box. For this, we recommend the inside temperature 
sensor (order No. 2085) with restrained appearance, which can 
be installed at the desired location.

The crystal clock is equipped with a digital display showing 
the time in 24 hours format, as well as the weekday. The high- 
accuracy clock is equipped with an own power reserve against 
voltage loss. A separate segment of the display indicates, if the 
clock is in DCF mode (optional DCF module required). 

The LCD-Thermometer  / Clock S disposes of a plug-and-go con- 
nection for the DCF module. Without DCF module or in case of 
bad reception, the clock continues working with its usual ac-
curacy and crystal control. If reception conditions are better, it 
synchronises again.
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LCD Control Boards 
For comprehensive board information and convenient operation

•   All information and all functions 
 in one unit

• Easy, intuitive operation

• Information in form of numerical   
 values and as bar graph

• Large graphics display with white   
 illumination

• Compact design, easy installation

• Small mounting depth, 
 low current consumption

•   For 12 V batteries, execution Terra   
 also for 24 V batteries.

•   Extensive accessories available

PRODUCT FEATURES
The VOTRONIC Power Control (in short: VPC) is an innovative multi panel 
system for campers combining the most important functions and informa-
tion in one unit in a user-friendly manner. The information is displayed on 
a bright graphics display with white illumination. The values are displayed 
in large size and can be recognized excellently, even at a great distance and 
with all lighting conditions. Coloured light-emitting diodes signalize the 
selected function at any time.

The individual executions are distinguished by their range of functions, 
which is adapted to the specific requirements of the different vehicle types. 
While the version Jupiter leaves nothing to be desired regarding energy 
supply and levels, the execution Merkur is particularly recommended for 
more compact vehicles, which very often are not equipped with fixed tanks. 
All units are equipped with at least one voltage display for the board and 
starter battery and with a terminal for an external relay as main switch. An 
audible alarm (beeper) at the panel, which can be switched off, as well as 
a visual indication on the display inform, if a value dropped below an ad-
justable energy threshold, and the main switch will be switched-off auto- 
matically in a few seconds to avoid deep discharge of the battery.
 

All units with technical data are  
listed on page 79.

Votronic Power Control
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Votronic Power Control 
VPC –  Innovative Multi Panel System for Campers

Votronic Power Control – VPC Jupiter

Execution VPC Jupiter

  Battery computer (data see page 72) for the board battery
 -   Battery voltage in V
 -   Battery current in A (+ = charging/– = discharging)
 -   Battery capacity in Ah and %
 -   Remaining time in h until the programmed switching off threshold 

   Solar computer (data see page 65) is reached for all VOTRONIC 
 solar charging controllers (from 2014) and VBCS Triple 
 -   Instantaneous solar power in W
 -   Instantaneous solar current in A
 -   Charged solar capacity in Ah
 -   Charged solar power in kWh

  Voltage display for the starter battery
  Level indicator for fresh water and sewage water tank
   Terminal for external relay with freely programmable switching thresholds 

 (% Residual capacity) as protection against deep discharge and as main switch
   Switch for fresh water pump max. 16 A
  Inside and outside thermometer, including 1 internal sensor and 1 external sensor
   Clock in 24 hours format 
   Dual USB charging socket (5 V/2.5 A)

 
         Our tip
 With the Bluetooth Connector S-BC (see page 68/69) and the 

free Energy Monitor App all values can also be displayed on 
a mobile phone or tablet.

Smart-Shunt 100 A, 200 A or 400 A (Precision Measuring Resistor),
included in the items delivered
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Votronic Power Control – VPC Merkur / VPC Terra

Execution  VPC Terra

   Voltage display for the starter and board battery
  Voltage-controlled protection against deep discharge for the board battery
   Terminal for external relay as main switch
   Solar computer (data see page 65) is reached for all VOTRONIC 

 solar charging controllers (from 2014) and VBCS Triple 
   Level indicator for fresh water and sewage water tank
   Switch for fresh water pump max. 16 A

Execution  VPC Merkur

   Voltage display for the starter and board battery
  Voltage-controlled protection against deep discharge for the board battery
   Terminal for external relay as main switch
   Solar computer (data see page 65) is reached for all VOTRONIC 

 solar charging controllers (from 2014) and VBCS Triple 
  Inside and outside thermometer, including 1 internal sensor and 1 external sensor
  Clock in 24 hours format (Option: Operation with radio clock via separate DCF module)

         Our tip
 With the Bluetooth Connector S-BC (see page 68/69) and the free

Energy Monitor App all values can also be displayed on a mobile 
phone or tablet.
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Mark of Conformity:                     CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations) 

Delivery Scope VPC Terra: Connection cable 5 m, fastening screws
Delivery Scope  VPC Jupiter:  Smart-Shunt, Masseband, 2x Connection cable 5 m, 2x temperature sensor, fastening screws 
Delivery Scope  VPC Merkur: Connection cable 5 m, 2x temperature sensor, fastening screws
Delivery Scope Info Panel Pro:   Flat connector, fastening screws, manual, drilling jig     

Required tank transmitters (1 piece per tank), 
choice according to tank volume, tank height and 
installation possibility at the tank, see page 87.

Unit Type         VPC Jupiter 100         VPC Jupiter 200         VPC Jupiter 400 VPC Merkur VPC Terra Info Panel Pro

Order No.                                            5747                            5748                             5749 5744 5741 5330

Smart-Shunt (continuous current) included                        100 A                              200 A                             400 A    

Battery Voltage Board / Start 12 / 12 and 24 V 12 / 12 and 24 V 12 and 24 V / 12 and 24 V 12 V / 12 V

Power Consumption / with USB active 13-60 mA / max. 2 A 6-60 mA / max. 2 A 6-60 mA / 0-50 mA / 

Switching Current Main max. 0,3 A 0,3 A 1 A 16 A

Switching Current Pump  max. 16 A 16 A 10 A

Dimensions Display (WxHxD) 200x65x30 mm 200x65x30 mm 200x65x28 mm 200x55x18 mm

Assembly Dimensions (HxWxD) 185x57x24 mm 185x57x24 mm 185x57x22 mm 175x43x12 mm

Weight Display 200 g 200 g 175 g 90 g

Measuring Devices and Displays

LCD-Controlboards 

Board and starter batteries are controlled by voltage display. 
The luminous bars allow a very precise representation of the 
battery voltage, since also the intermediate values can be 
read excellently by means of adjacent LEDs in different lumi-
nance. At the push of a button, either the board battery or the 
starter battery is displayed, or the display is switched-off. In 
switched-off condition, the VOTRONIC Info Panel Pro and the 
connected tank transmitters are completely dead. The tank  
levels are represented in form of clearly arranged luminous 
bars with 10 light-emitting diodes in three colours allowing 

LED Controlboard
Info Panel Pro – Combined control of tank and battery 

that the tank con-tents can be read conveniently at a glan-
ce. The displays work continuously with variable brightness 
allowing a significantly more exact reading of the levels than 
conventional displays with often only 5 stages. If the corres-
ponding tank display remains switched-on continuously, the 
continuously raising or dropping display shows a direct image 
of the instantaneous tank contents. This is very helpful for  
dosed filling of the fresh water tank. The selection between 
sewage water and feces tank is effected at the push of a but-
ton.
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Switch and Fuse Panels

• Blind cover for planned 
 panels or for installation of own 
 components.

Blind S for Front Panel

Switch and Fuse Panels
for the electricity on board

•  For 12 V consumers with 
 DIN-connector (ISO 4165), rating 8 A

•  Connection by means of flat 
 connectors

Socket Panel S  

•  Safety cutouts 6 A, 8 A, 10 A, 
 prewired as group

•   1 Safety cutout 12 A, 
 can be wired separately

•  Suitable for 12 V and 24 V

•   Connection by means of flat 
 connectors

•  Visual control of release      

•  Other insertions upon request

Fuse Panel 4 S   

•  Single switch 2xUM with 
 push-on connection   

•  Rating: max. 2x8 A or 1x16 A 

•  Suitable for 12 V and 24 V       

Switch Panel 16 A S 

• 4 Switches ON/OFF, rating 8 A, 
 each, with LED pilot lamps 

•  Connection by means of 
 terminal screws

•  Execution 12 V or 24 V

Switch Panel 4 S  

• 2 Single switches 2xUM 
 with push-on connection  

 •  Rating: each, max. 2x8 A or 1x16 A 

•  Suitable for 12 V and 24 V       

Switch Panel 2x16 A S 

• Robust main switch with 20 A 
 overcurrent cutout (safety cutout)

•   Thermal release, short-time high 
 over-load is admissible

•   Release in case of more than 20 A 
 constant current with return 
 movement of the rocker

•  Suitable for 12 V and 24 V       

Main Switch Panel 20 A S 

USB Charger Panel S

•  Dual USB Charger
 5 V / 2.5 A
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Blind S for Front Panel

Main Switch Panel 20 A S 

  1  Fresh Water Tank 10  Tank Heater   19  Lighting External Door  28  TV   37  Carbon Monoxide Alarm 46  24 V D. C. Voltage  55  Reserve  64  Fuse 7 A  

  2  Sewage Water Tank 11  BORD Battery   20  Lighting Storage Space   29  Video Recorder  38  Gas Alarm  47  ON 56  Charging  65  Fuse 8 A  

  3  Feces Tank 12  STARTER Battery    21  Refrigerator  30  Satellite Receiver  39  Ice Ex 48  ON   57  Distribution 1  66  Fuse 8 A   

  4  Fuel Tank   13  SOLAR Battery    22  Heater  31  Stove/Microwave  40  Headlight 49 OFF 58  Distribution 2  67  Fuse 10 A   

  5  Tank INSIDE  14  Battery 1     23  Boiler  32  Electric Step   41  Power Supply 50  OFF  59  Auxiliary (General) 68  Fuse 10 A   

  6  Tank OUTSIDE  15  Battery 2    24  Pump 33  Electric Sun Blind   42  Voltage Transformer 51  ON  60  Main (General) 69  Fuse 12 A  

  7  Tank 1  16  Lighting    25  Fan  34  12 V Socket 43  Caution Mains Voltage   52  OFF 61  Fuse 4 A 70  Fuse 16 A  

  8  Tank 2  17  Lighting Kitchen   26  Blower  35  24 V Socket 44  Mains 230 V 53  Phone 62  Fuse 5 A     

  9  Tank General  18  Lighting Sanitary Room   27  Radio  36  General Alarm  45  12 V D. C. Voltage 54  Telefax  63  Fuse 6 A    

Order No. 2112

Dimensions  Pictographs approx. 12x10 mm

Accessories 

Pictograph Film, black
For proper marking switches and fuses a self-explanatory sheet of pictograms is available. These self-
adhesive pictogram stickers are transparent with black printed abrasion-proof symbols.

Unit Type USB Charger Panel S Fuse Panel 4 S Switch Panel 4 S Switch Panel 4 / 24 V S Switch Panel 16 A S

Order No.  1297 1285 1287 6287 1289

Battery Voltage 12 and 24 V 12 and 24 V 12 V 24 V 12 and 24 V

Dimensions (HxWxD) 85x47x42 mm 85x47x75 mm 85x47x25 mm 85x47x25 mm 85x47x75 mm

Installation Depth approx. 25x25x38 mm 36x67x70 mm 36x67x20 mm 36x67x20 mm 36x67x40 mm

Switching and Protecting

Switch Panels and 
Fuse Panels

Delivery Scope: Flat connector, fastening screws, drilling jig  

Unit Type Switch Panel 2x16 A S Socket Panel S Main Switch Panel 20 A S             Blind S for Front Panel

Order No.  1291 1293 1295 2019

Battery Voltage 12 and 24 V 12 and 24 V 12 and 24 V  

Dimensions (HxWxD) 85x47x45 mm 85x47x65 mm 85x47x75 mm 85x47x3 mm

Installation Depth approx. 36x67x40 mm 25x25x60 mm 36x67x70 mm

Switching and Protecting

Switch Panels and 
Fuse Panels
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Precise Level Measurement 
Technology
Equipped at best with the VORONIC tank transmitters

The tank transmitters measure the tank level, and the measured value will 
be led to the display unit by means of only 2 cables. The 12 V or 24 V power 
supply of the tank transmitters is effected from the display. In quiescent 
condition, they are completely dead. The electronic system (IP 67) is sealed 
and frost-proof, thus being also suitable for problematic locations, such as 
at underfloor tanks. All VOTRONIC Tank Transmitters are working indepen-
dently of pressure. Therefore, a falsification of the measured values in case 
of overpressure in the tank, pressure filling etc. is avoided. The standard de-
livery includes a protection against reverse battery, overvoltage, short-cir-
cuit and overload. All VOTRONIC tank transmitters are working according 
to the capacitive measuring method. The insulated measuring electrode 
and the surrounding medium are forming an electric capacitor, the capa-
city of which is changing with rising or falling level. The electronic system 
evaluates this effect and transmits an electrical signal to the display unit, 
which is equivalent to the level. The display shows the level by means of 
10 light-emitting diodes in three colours. Apart from the continuous mea-
surement, the further advantage of this measuring method is its deep ac-
tion and thus the insensitiveness to soiling, deposits and solids in the tank. 
Depending on the type of transmitter, the insulated measuring electrode 
is executed as stick probe or flexible cable probe for various installation 
possibilities, tank heights and mounting situations at the tank.

PRODUCT FEATURES

•   Robust fully-electronic, capacitive   
 measuring method

• Insensitive to soiling and deposits 
 in the water 

• Easy adaptation to the existing   
 height

• No mechanically moved parts

• Suitable for plastic tanks and 
 metal tanks

• Linear, continuous signal of the level

• Various installation possibilities

•  Suitable for 12 V and 24 V 
 continuous operation

Being specially adapted, the measuring system does not allow 
measuring sensors/display units of other brands or an operation 
with the VOTRONIC tank displays for intervention vehicles and 
fire fighting vehicles (page 88-91).

Level Measuring Systems
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Unit Type Frischwassertankanzeige S Abwassertankanzeige S Fäkaltankanzeige S

Order No.  5311 5313 5315

Battery Voltage 12 and 24 V 12 and 24 V 12 and 24 V

Power Consumption 1-30 mA 1-30 mA 1-30 mA

Dimensions  (HxWxD)  85x47x20 mm 85x47x20 mm 85x47x20 mm

Assembly Dimensions  63x29x18 mm 63x29x18 mm 63x29x18 mm

Weight  28 g 28 g 28 g

Level Measurement Technology

Tank Displays

Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations) 

Delivery Scope: Fastening screws, manual, drilling jig

See page 87 for required level sensors 
(different types are available). 

Being specially adapted, the measuring system does not allow 
measuring sensors/display units of other brands or an operation 
with the VOTRONIC tank displays for intervention vehicles and 
fire fighting vehicles (page 88-91).

Tank Displays
for fresh water tanks, sewage water tanks and feces tanks

Fresh Water
Tank Display S

The VOTRONIC Tank Displays allow a significantly more exact rea-
ding of the level than conventional displays with often only 5 sta-
ges. Thus they ensure a much more convenient control of the levels. 

A luminous bar with 10 light-emitting diodes shows the level in 
three colours. Also intermediate values are displayed. In this way, 
tendencies can be recognized immediately, and supply as well as 
disposal are much more safe. During continuous operation, the 
continuously raising or dropping display shows a direct image of 
the tank contents. So, the fresh water tank can be filled in doses.

Sewage Water
Tank Display S

85

Feces
Tank Display S

Tank  Displays
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Tank Electrode

•   Tank transmitter, special design for   
 cassette toilets and movable tanks

• Compact, robust, water-tight (IP67)

• Easy installation, revision opening 
 is not required

• With 3-pole circular connector for   
 separation of the tank

• Complete mounting material 
 included in the standard delivery

• Ideal for retrofitting

    

 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Tank Electrode 20 K-WC
Stick electrode, special design for cassette toilets

Nowadays, cassette toilets are an absolute standard in campers. They have 
a compact design and dispose of a display. Unfortunately, this display only 
shows the full level. If the full level is reached, the toilet cannot be used 
further in the vehicle. Foresight planning of the disposal is not possible, 
and the "smallest room" can only be used with restrictions. 

The Tank Electrode 20 K-WC is a further development on the basis of the 
tank electrode, which has been well-proven for years. It is a fully-fledged 
level display, which has been designed particularly for application in cas-
sette toilets. Due to the compact design, the tank transmitter can be easily 
screwed from above into the toilet cassette using the delivered assembly 
ring. The required mounting hole of 38 mm diameter can be easily pro-
duced by means of a hole saw. The electronic system is completely sealed 
and water-tight (IP67), and it is suitable for heavy-duty operation of flus-
hing the toilet cassette. 

For replacement of the cassette, the Tank Electrode 20 K-WC is separated 
from the vehicle via a solid 3-pole circular connector. The connector is 
then fastened at the cassette. Apart from the 3-pole circular connector, 
the standard delivery includes an assembly ring, as well as the complete 
mounting material.All technical data, see page 87 or visit 

our website www.votronic.de
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Tank Electrode 12-24 K and 15-50 K
Tank transmitter for water and hydrous media

Installation
from outside

Installation
from inside

These tank transmitters had been designed particularly for 
level measuring of fresh water, sewage water (grey water 
and industrial water), as well as feces, in metal or plastic 
tanks. Thus, they are universally applicable. Due to the use 
of corresponding material, these tank transmitters are com-
plying with the Drinking Water Ordinance DIN 2001-2. 

A further particularity is the possibility to install the tank 
electrodes from inside as well as from outside on the tank 
top. In case of fresh water tanks, the installation is also pos-
sible at the tank bottom.

         Our tip
Instead of the mounting hole of 38 mm diameter, also a PG29 
thread can be produced in order to screw the tank electrode di-
rectly from outside without coupling ring. But this is only possible 
for plastic tanks with sufficient wall thickness of max. 8 mm. This is 
enormous helpful in case of lacking revision opening.

         Information
The measuring electrodes can be shortened easily to the height 
of the tank. The exact "full" adjustment is effected by an adjusting 
device at the top of the transmitter by means of an inprinted dial, 
if required also "dry".

››   All units with technical data are listed on page 87.

according to 
DIN 2001-2
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Tank Elecdrode 30-110 K-FL 
Tank transmitter, special design for high tanks

The Tank Electrode 30-110 K is the follow-up product of the Tank Electrode FL, 
which has been well-proven for years. It is a special design for high tanks with ac-
cess from the top.

Such as all VOTRONIC Tank Transmitters, also the Tank Electrode 30-110 K-FL works 
according to the capacitive measuring method, it is suitable for plastic and metal 
tanks, and it is universally applicable. The flexible cable probe can be easily shor-
tened to the corresponding tank height between 30 and 110 cm. Such as for the 
Tank-Sensor FL, the conductor is installed at the tank from outside. 

The Tank electrode can be installed on the tank top via a bore hole 38 mm, from 
outside as well as from inside. The complete mounting material is included in the 
standard delivery.

Tank-Sensor FL
Tank transmitter, special design for high tanks

Due to its extremely compact design, the Tank-Sensor FL is applied mainly for 
high tanks, where only a lateral installation at the tank is possible. The tank must 
be equipped with a revision opening, and the wall thickness of plastic tanks 
should not exceed 8 mm. The flexible cable probe of the Tank-Sensor FL is simply 
shortened to the desired tank height, and the "Full" adjustment is effected at the 
electronic module. Connection is realized by means of solid terminal screws.

Like all tank transmitters, also the Tank-Sensor FL works according to the capaci- 
tive measuring method, and it is universally suitable for water and hydrous media 
in metal or plastic tanks.

from outside from inside

Tank Electrode/-sensor
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Unit Type Tank Electrode 12-24 K Tank Electrode 15-50 K Tank Electrode 20 K-WC Tank-Sensor FL Tank Electrode 30-110 K-FL

Order No. 5543 5545 5555 5530 5551

Battery Voltage 12 and 24 V 12 and 24 V 12 and 24 V 12 and 24 V 12 and 24 V

Installation at the Tank Top/Bottom Top/Bottom Top Top/Side Wall Top

Tank Material    
Ku = Plastic   Me = Metal

Ku / Me Ku / Me Ku / Me Ku / Me Ku / Me

Tank Hight, adjustable (min.- max.) 12-24 cm 15-50 cm 12-24 cm 30-100 cm 30-110 cm

Suitable for Fresh Water

Suitable for Sewage Water

Suitable for Feces

Suitable for Tank Display:

Fresh Water Tank Display S

Sewage Water Tank Display S

Feces Tank Display S

Info Panel Pro

Info Panel Pro 24 V

VPC Terra

VPC Luna

VPC Mars

Previous Votronic Tank Displays since1987

Level Measurement Technology

Measuring Sensor

Delivery Scope Tank Electrode 12-24 K and 15-50 K: Tank electrode, packing ring, 
nut PG 29, connection cable 75 cm, manual

Delivery Scope Tank-Sensor FL: Flexible cord probe, tank wall bushing, 
stainless steel conductor, fastening screws, manual

Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)   

Delivery Scope Tank Electrode 20 K-WC: Tank electrode, packing ring, connection 
cable 75 cm, manual, bolts, mounting-ring, connecting jack and socket, holding-clip

Delivery Scope Tank Electrode 30-110 K-FL: Flexible cord probe, packing ring, 
nut PG 29, manual, stainless steel conductor

››  More technical specifications and informations you will get at our website  www.votronic.de

Technical Specifications
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Peripheral Units
Indispensable aids in the background
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Peripheral Units - Battery Protector 40

Battery Protector 40
Undervoltage protection for the board battery and starter battery

The Battery Protector 40 protects the board battery against dangerous 
total discharge and consumers and equipment against overvoltage. It 
is connected between board battery and consumers, it is suitable for all 
types of lead batteries and it works fully automatically with fixed swit-
ching-on and switching-off thresholds. Apart from that, it can also be 
used as remote-controlled battery main switch by means of an exter-
nal switch. The Battery Protector 40 is equipped with an EMERGENCY- 
ON function, by means of which the unit can be switched-on at any 
time. Also a remote control by means of a switch is possible. It is suitab-
le for switching current rates up to 40 A, short-time overload up to 60 A 
is admissible, and it is available for 12 V battery systems, as well as for 
24 V battery systems.  A side-stable power relay ensures extremely low 
own consumption of less than 3 mA (according to DIN EN13976). Solid 
terminal screws up to a cross-section of 10 mm² complete the profile. 
The higher switching thresholds of the version "Motor" are keeping 
the starting ability of intervention vehicles with only one battery cir-
cuit according to DIN EN 1789.

Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)           Delivery Scope1 : Manual           Delivery Scope2 : Manual, 2 pcs. protection caps

      

** In case of 24 V operation values x 2                *** Automatic switching threshold                * Dimensions incl. mounting flanges, without connections

Unit Type Battery Protector 40 1 Battery Protector 40 Motor 1 Battery Protector 40 / 24 1 Battery Protector 40 / 24 Motor 1 Battery Protector 100 2

Order No. 3075 3073 6075 6073 3078

Battery Voltage 12 V 12 V 24 V 24 V 12 and 24 V

Schaltstrom Dauer/kurz  40/60 A 40/60 A 40/60 A 40/60 A 100/180 A

Switching Threshold
Undervoltage  

10.7 V 11.8 V 21.4 V 23.6 V 10.6/11.5/11.8 V**
9.5-12.2 V *** **

Reset Point
Undervoltage    

12.5 V 12.8 V 25.0 V 25.6 V 12.4/12.5/12.8 V ** 
12.5 V *** **

Overvoltage OFF/ON  15.5/15.0 V 15.5/15.0 V 31.0/30.0 V 31.0/30.0 V 15.5/15.0 V **

Acoustic Signal

Precaution-Alarm Signal-output 12 V/24 V/ 0.2 A

Latching Power-Relay

Own Consumption 2 mA 2 mA 2 mA 2 mA 3 mA

DIN EN 1789

Temperature Range -20/+50 °C -20/+50 °C -20/+50 °C -20/+50 °C -20/+50 °C

Dimensions* (WxDxH)  90x60x38 mm 90x60x38 mm 90x60x38 mm 90x60x38 mm 105x77x38 mm

Weight 97 g 97 g 97 g 97 g 180 g

Peripheral Units

Battery Controller

Battery Protector 100:
Cover the
Battery connections
included 
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Battery Protector 100
Undervoltage protection for the board battery

The Battery Protector 100 protects the board battery against dangerous 
total discharge and consumers and equipment against overvoltage. It is 
connected between board battery and consumer, and it is suitable for all 
types of lead batteries. The side-stable power relay is rated for switching 
current rates of 100 A. Short-time overload of up to 180 A is admissible. In 
addition, it ensures an extremely low own consumption. It can also be used 
as remote-controlled battery main switch by means of an external switch.

The Battery Protector 100 is equipped with an EMERGENCY-ON function, 
by means of which the unit can be switched-on at any time. Also a remote 
control by means of a switch is possible. The unit is suitable for 12 V and 24 V 
board mains and it works fully automatically. A special feature is the intel-
ligent switching threshold automatism. It recognizes the varying battery 
load and ensures optimum utilization of the battery capacity.

Operation of the unit is also possible with 3 defined selectable disconnec-
tion thresholds. The higher switching thresholds are keeping the starting 
ability of intervention vehicles with only one battery circuit according to 
DIN EN 1789.

The Battery Protector 100 is equipped with a visual and audible prelininary 
alarm, a separate warning terminal and solid screwed connections for the 
battery.  The contact cover is included in the delivery. 2 LEDs indicate the 
operating state of the unit.
 

PRODUCT FEATURES

•   High switching current rates, 
 extremely low consumption

• Automatic reset function

• EMERGENCY-ON function, 
 also remote-controllable

• Applicable as remote-controllable   
 main switch

• Optimum battery yield due to intelli-
 gent switching threshold automatism

• Also for starter batteries according  
 to DIN EN 1789

• For battery voltage 12 V or 24 V

EMERGENCY 
ON function by 

external switch

Unit Type Battery Protector 40 1 Battery Protector 40 Motor 1 Battery Protector 40 / 24 1 Battery Protector 40 / 24 Motor 1 Battery Protector 100 2

Order No. 3075 3073 6075 6073 3078

Battery Voltage 12 V 12 V 24 V 24 V 12 and 24 V

Schaltstrom Dauer/kurz  40/60 A 40/60 A 40/60 A 40/60 A 100/180 A

Switching Threshold
Undervoltage  

10.7 V 11.8 V 21.4 V 23.6 V 10.6/11.5/11.8 V**
9.5-12.2 V *** **

Reset Point
Undervoltage    

12.5 V 12.8 V 25.0 V 25.6 V 12.4/12.5/12.8 V ** 
12.5 V *** **

Overvoltage OFF/ON  15.5/15.0 V 15.5/15.0 V 31.0/30.0 V 31.0/30.0 V 15.5/15.0 V **

Acoustic Signal

Precaution-Alarm Signal-output 12 V/24 V/ 0.2 A

Latching Power-Relay

Own Consumption 2 mA 2 mA 2 mA 2 mA 3 mA

DIN EN 1789

Temperature Range -20/+50 °C -20/+50 °C -20/+50 °C -20/+50 °C -20/+50 °C

Dimensions* (WxDxH)  90x60x38 mm 90x60x38 mm 90x60x38 mm 90x60x38 mm 105x77x38 mm

Weight 97 g 97 g 97 g 97 g 180 g
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Peripheral Units - Battery Protector 300

Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)           
Delivery Scope: Manual, Relais, Connection cable for relay, 
1x plug-in type terminal 3-pol., 1x plug-in type terminal 4-pol.

** In case of 24 V operation values x 2                 *** Automatic switching threshold              

* Dimensions incl. mounting flanges, without connections

Unit Type Battery Protector 300

Order No. 3084

Battery Voltage 12 V and 24 V

Switching Current Continuous/Short-Time 300/600 A

Switching Threshold
Undervoltage   

10.6/11.5/11.8 V**
9.5-12.2 V *** **

Reset Point
Undervoltage  

12.4/12.5/12.8 V ** 
12.5 V *** **

Overvoltage OFF/ON   15.5/15.0 V **

Acoustic Signal

Precaution-Alarm Signal-output 12 V / 24 V / 0.3 A

Latching Power-Relay

Own Consumption  3 mA

DIN EN 1789

Temperature Range  -20/+50 °C

Dimensions* (WxDxH)  105x62x57 mm / 90x60x33 mm

Weight   680 g / 90 g

Peripheral Units

Battery Controller

Battery Protector 300
Undervoltage protection and switch module for the board battery and starter battery

The Battery Protector 300 is a fully automatic battery protection for campers, bo-
ats, fire-fighting, ambulance and intervention vehicles, which can also be used 
as efficient switch module. It consists of a high-current relay, which is designed 
for switching current rates up to 300 A (permanently, 600 A for 20 seconds) and 
of a separate control unit. As battery protection, it protects the battery from 
dangerous deep discharge and the consumer loads from low voltage as well as 
from overvoltage. It is connected between board battery and consumer load, 
and it is suitable for all types of typical lead batteries and advanced lithium Li-
FePO4 batteries. Thanks to its extremely low current draw of less than 3 mA, it 
complies with the strict requirements of DIN 13976. 

It can also be used as remote-controlled battery main switch (Switch Unit 300) 
by means of an external 1-pole switch.

The Battery Protector 300 is equipped with an EMERGENCY-ON function, by 
means of which the unit can be switched-on at any time in case of emergency. 
Also this function can be remote-controlled by means of a switch. The unit is 
suitable for 12 V, as well as 24 V battery systems, and it is equipped with the 
same intelligent automatic switching threshold or defined, selectable switching 
thresholds, as the Battery Protector 100. It is also equipped with a visual and 
audible preliminary alarm, a separate warning terminal and two LEDs at the 
housing, which are indicating the operating state of the unit. Optionally, it can 
be used as remote-controlled power relay ("Switch Unit"), for instance at the 
LCD Battery Computer S.

Also as
Switch Unit 300

used
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Switch Unit 40 and 100
Switching module for high current rates 

The Switch Units are extremely robust switching modules with ef-
ficient side-stable relay for high switching capacities and very low 
own consumption. They are designed as pure power switches, and 
they are controlled via the integrated control input. In connection 
with the VOTRONIC LCD-Battery-Computer S they are particularly 
suitable as battery main switch and total discharge protection with 
40 A or 100 A switching capacity. Suitable for 12 V and 24 V board 
mains.

 

Peripheral Units

Unit Type Switch Unit 40 Switch Unit 100 1

Order No. 2071 2072

Battery Voltage 12 V and 24 V 12 V and 24 V

Switching Current Continuous/Short-time 40 / 60 A 100 / 180 A

Own Consumption Idle/On 0 / 2 mA 0 / 3 mA

Cable Connections 2.5 - 10 mm2 M6

Dimensions * (WxDxH)   90x60x38 mm 105x70x38 mm

Weight    97 g 180 g

Peripheral Units

Switch Unit

* Dimensions incl. mounting flanges, without connections

Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)     

Delivery Scope: Manual, 1 Cover for battery connections

Start Alarm 124
Undervoltage protection for the starter battery

The VOTRONIC Start Alarm 124 is an alerter with audible alarm 
(beeper) and visual alarm (LED) for the starter battery of interventi-
on vehicles with only one battery circuit (according to DIN EN 1789, 
paragraph 4.3.2). The alarm shall warn the driver early of a battery, 
which is not capable to start. An additional horn, consumer relay or 
similar can be connected to a terminal (PNP, plus output, max. 0.5 
A). The own consumption is below 3 mA (according to EN 13976). 
Connection via plug-in type terminal. 
 

 

Unit Type Start Alarm 124

Order No. 0161

Battery Voltage 12 V and 24 V

Switching Current    0.5 A

Switching Threshold Undervoltage 11.5 V **

Reset Point Undervoltage 12.5 V **

Temperature Range -20/+50 °C

Dimensions* (WxDxH) 70x36x17 mm

Weight  30 g

Peripheral Units

Start Alarm

* Dimensions without connections                   **  In case of 24 V operation values x 2

Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)    
Delivery Scope: Manual

 

DIN EN 1789,
humidity-proof
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Interior view

Minus Distributor 12
for 12 electric circuits

The compact Minus Distributor for 12 separate electric circuits 
allows professional distribution of small to average consu-
mers on the minus side of the battery. Two large collective ter-
minals for cable cross-sections up to 16 mm² and a maximum 
admissible current rating of 50 A serve for power supply and 
distribution.

The distribution terminals on the consumer’s side allow the 
connection of cable cross-sections up to 4 mm² at a maxi-
mum admissible current rate of 20 A. Also recommendable for 
ground junction in case of insulating vehicle bodies or insuffi-
cient ground ratio.

Circuit Distributors
… because of the safety

Interior view

The compact Plus Distributor for 6 separate electric circuits 
allows professional distribution and protection of small to 
average consumers on the plus side of the battery. Two large 
collective terminals for cable cross-sections up to 16 mm² and 
a maximum admissible current rate of 50 A serve for power 
supply and distribution. The maximum rating of the fuse hol-
ders is 20 A, just as of the 6 terminals for the consumers. They 
allow the connection of cable cross-sections up to 4 mm². The 
standard delivery comprises the following conventional car 
fuses: 4 x 7.5 A, 10 A, 15 A 

Appropriate cable laying in the vehicle is not only a question of orderliness, but 
rather an inperative to ensure the safety in the vehicle. Cable tangle, no labelling 
of the cables and no protection? In case of failure, trouble-shooting will be difficult 
and quite often, this represents a serious danger in vehicles.

Plus Distributor 6
for 6 protected circuits 

Peripheral Units - Plus and Minus Distributor
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Plus Distributor 8
for 6 protected circuits

Efficient distributor at the minus side of the battery for 12 indi-
vidual, different electric circuits. The total maximum admissible 
current rate is 96 A. 

Particularly recommendable for ground distribution in case of 
insulating vehicle bodies or insufficient ground ratio. The mi-
nus feed line is connected to a solid terminal block with cab-
le lug for cable cross-sections up to 16 mm². The second ter-
minal block serves for minus distribution. For the consumers,  
4 terminals for cables of max. 6 mm² with max. 32 A and 8 ter-
minals for cables of max. 4 mm² with max. 20 A are at disposal.

Interior view

Identical to Plus Distributor 6, however with six protected 
outputs for larger consumers. The total maximum admissible 
current rate is 96 A. The plus feed line of the battery is connec-
ted to a strip fuse of up to max. 60 A via cable lugs for cab-
les of max. 16 mm². The output is designed for connection of 
powerful consumers or chargers via cable lugs for cables of 
max. 16 mm². For average consumers or chargers, the 2-pole 
terminal screw (cable up to 6 mm²) in connection with the de-
livered car fuse 30 A can be used. Smaller consumers must be 
protected by means of the four additional terminals for cables 
up to max. 4 mm² and fuse holders for conventional car fuses 
up to max. 20 A (2x10 A and 2x15 A included in the standard 
delivery). 

Unit Type Plus Distributor 6 1 Minus Distributor 12 2 Plus Distributor 8 3 Minus Distributor 14 4

Order No. 3203 3208 3215 3218

Battery Voltage 12 V / 24 V  max. 50 A 12 V / 24 V  max. 50 A 12 V / 24 V  max. 96 A 12 V / 24 V  max. 96 A

Dimensions* (WxDxH) 90x60x38 mm 90x60x38 mm 105x70x38 mm 105x70x38 mm

Weight  95 g 80 g 135 g 125 g

Peripheral Units

Circuit Distributors

Minus Distributor 14 
for 12 electric circuits

Interior view

Delivery Scope1 : Flat plug fuses 1x 15 A, 1x 10 A and 4x 7.5 A, manual              Delivery Scope2 : Manual
Delivery Scope3 : 2 Pcs. cable lugs 16 mm2, strip fuse 40 A, 50 A, 60 A, flat plug fuses 1x 30 A, 2x 15 A and 2x 10 A, manual
Delivery Scope4 : 2 Pcs. cable lugs 16 mm2, manual

* Dimensions incl. mounting flanges

Peripheral Units - Plus and Minus Distributor
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Note: Only for lead batteries (Acid, Gel, AGM)

Peripheral Units 

Whenever it is required, that additional consumers shall only 
be switched-on, while the engine is running, usually the D+ 
contact of the dynamo is used for control of a relay. If this con-
tact is difficultly accessible, if it is not existing, or if additional 
consumers shall be switched-on via a voltage-controlled sig-
nal, the VOTRONIC D+ Simulator is the solution. The intelligent 

Unit Type D+ Simulator

Order No. 3066

Battery Voltage 12 V

Terminal 12V / max. 1.0 A

Switching Thresholds OFF/ON 13.0 V / 13.7 V

Own Consumption OFF/ON 1 mA / 7 mA

Dimensions* (WxDxH) 70x36x17 mm

Weight  30 g

Peripheral Units

D+ Simulator

* Dimensions incl. mounting flanges, without connections

Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)       
Delivery Scope: Manual

 

voltage evaluation ensures a safe switching behaviour of the 
relay, which is connected to the terminal. Short circuit-proof 
and overload-proof terminal, type PNP, with a rating of 12 
V/1 A with plus output, load ground side. A pilot lamp (LED) 
is indicating the operating state. Connection via plug-in type 
terminal. 

Note: Not suitable for vehicles according to Euro 6 Standard.

D+ Simulator
Control unit for recording of the charging operation

StandBy-Charger
Battery recharging and trickle charging

The VOTRONIC StandBy-Charger serves for automatic recharging 
and trickle charging of the starter battery, if the mains charger or 
the solar charging controller is equipped with only one charging 
port. Retrofit of the unit is very easy by just interconnecting it bet-
ween board battery and starter battery. Depending on the char-
ging state of the board battery, the starter battery will be rechar-
ged with max. 3 A.

Unit Type StandBy-Charger 12 V StandBy-Charger 24 V

Order No.  3065 6065

Battery Voltage 12 V 24 V

Current Consumption  - -

Charging Current during Standstill
Mode for Starter Battery

0-3 A 0-2 A

Dimensions* (WxDxH) 90x60x38 mm 90x60x38 mm

Weight 52 g 52 g

Peripheral Units

StandBy-Charger

Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)     
Delivery Scope: Manual

* Dimensions incl. mounting flanges, without connections
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Accessories
Campers, Offroad, Boats

Mark of Conformity: CE, E Test (EMV/automotive regulations)     
Delivery Scope: Manual

* Dimensions incl. mounting flanges, without connections

Individual Sensor 
(for Tank-Sensor FL and Tank Electrode 30-110 K-FL)
Tank-Sensor, consisting of rubber dowel, screw V2A 
with washer and cable lug

Order No. 2000

Temperature Sensor 825
Temperature sensor 825 with connection cable of 3 m length, sea-
led for protection against environmental pollution, for all VOTRONIC 
units. Bore hole for bolt M8

Order No. 2001

Temperature Sensor 625
As before, but suitable for bolt M6
Order No. 2008

Inside Temperature Sensor 
Inside temperature sensor with connection cable of 3 m length with 
transparent cap for installation in the vehicle. (Mounting hole 7.5 mm) 
Suitable for VOTRONIC VPC Series and LCD-Thermometer/Clock S

Order No. 2085

Control Cable
Plug-and-go extension cable of 5 m length for VOTRONIC units, 
such as: LCD-Battery-Computer S, LCD-Volt/Ammeter S, LCD Solar- 
Computer S, LCD-Charge Control S, Remote Controls for Automatic 
Charger, MobilPOWER Inverter etc.

Order No. 2005 

Control Cable like above, but without adapter. 
Only for VPC Controlboards

Order No. 2008

not illustrated
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Accessories

Casing S for LCD Unit Series S 
Plastic Housing, silver, for LCD display units with silver front panels,  
dimensions: 87x83x27 mm

Order No. 2024
85

Cutoff Relay 12 V / 70 A   
Disconnects the starter battery from the board battery, as soon as 
the motor is stopped, and reconnects both batteries in parallel when 
the motor is restarted for charging by the dynamo. Including female 
connectors and manual. Dimensions incl. mounting flange, without 
connections 26x26x42 mm
Not suitable for vehicles according to Euro 6 standard

Order No. 2200

High-capacity Cutoff Relay 12 V / 200 A
Execution as above, but more powerful and equipped with spark ex-
tinction diode. Power Supply Connections: Threaded bolts M6; control 
connections: Flat connector 6.3 mm. Delivery including all required 
female connectors and manual. Dimensions incl. mounting flange, 
without connections: 45x45x63 mm

Order No. 2201

Mounting Frame S for Display Part Inverter
For external mounting of the control panel of the VOTRONIC Inverter 
MobilPOWER, page 40. Appearance and mechanics (identical height 
85 mm) are adapted to the VOTRONIC modular system.

Order No. 2016

85

Changeover relay 12 V / 60 A
Switching relay with NC (normally closed contact) for connection of 
a battery charger VBCS Triple at an existing EBL – including female 
connectors 9.5 mm or 6.3 mm. Dimensions incl. mounting flange, 
without connections:  33 x 29 x 41 mm

Order No. 2202
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Power Fuse Holder 5-fold with Housing
Safety for large consumer loads and charging sources in fully insulated 
housing with cover and protection of the connections by overhangs.  
Cover with snap quick fastener.

•  1x Power fuse (100 A – 250 A) with threaded bolt M8 for large   
 consumer loads, such as inverters, lifting supports etc.

•  4x Car screw-in fuses, (30 A – 150 A) with threaded bolt M5 for po- 
 werful individual consumer loads, charging sources and as prelimi- 
 nary fuse for further plus distributors.

Depending on the installation situation or space requirements, the com-
mon battery connection can be on the left side or on the right side.
Delivery excluding fuses.  

Order No. 2216

Residual current operated circuit-breaker RCBO 16-30 
The FI/LS combination switch integrate people, fire-, and cable protecti-
on in one module for the 230 V circuit of the vehicle. The unit features a 
2-pole automatic circuit-breaker and a 2-pole current-fault circuit brea-
ker in an industrial casing with transparent door, terminal for protective 
conductor and equipotential bonding as well as space for a further 
2-pole fault current breaker or 2 safety automatic circuit-breaker. 
230 V/16 A, release current 30 mA, TÜV (MOT) / GS-certified. 
Dimensions 110x180x95 mm

Order No. 2152

Residual current operated circuit-breaker RCBO 16-30 Mini
Performs like 2152, however, does not have room for an additional 
circuit breaker, Dimensions 100x140x100 mm

Order No. 2151

Bolt-Down Fuses
Bolt-down fuses to be inserted in power fuse holder No. 2218 and 2216. 
For 12 V and 24 V installation, bore holes M5, with inspection window 
and colour coding.

Power Strengths and Order No. see price list

Power Fuse Holder with Lid
for bolt-down fuses

Fully insulated fuse holder for power fuse for protection of large consu-
mers loads or power circuits. The fuse holder can be added, and both  
sides are equipped with a threaded bolt M8. Delivery excluding Bolt-
down fuses.

Order No. 2218
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Strip Fuse  (packaging quantity 3 pieces) 

Strip fuse for insertion into fuse holder, fig. 13, as well as for 
Plus Distributor 8 for protection of 12 V and 24 V installations:
30 A, 40 A, 50 A, 60 A, 80 A    Order No., see price-list

Power Fuse
Power fuse to be inserted in power fuse holder No. 2251 and 2216. For 12 V 
and 24 V installation, bore holes M8, with inspection window and colour 
coding.

Power Strengths and Order No. see price list

Fuse Holder
for strip fuses

Fuse holder for strip fuse for protection of larger consumers.
Both sides of the fuse holder are equipped with a thread M5.
Delivery excluding fuse

Order No. 2242

Power Fuse Holder with Housing  
for power fuses 

Fully insulated fuse holder for power fuse for protection of large consu-
mers loads or power circuits. The fuse holder can be added, and both si-
des are equipped with a threaded bolt M8. Delivery excluding power fuse.

Order No. 2251

Battery pole terminals with distributor
Battery pole terminals for positive and negative pole with 3 connecting 
bolts M6-M8-M6, including nuts and spring washers. Material brass hinge 
tin-coated.

Order No. 2208      Battery Pole Terminal with distributor for positve pole  
Order No. 2209     Battery Pole Terminal with distributor for negative pole 
     

Cable fuse holder IP 56
for automotive flat fuses

Fully insulated fuse holder (IP 56) for automotive flat fuses. 
Strand 2.5 mm², red, length of both sides approx. 235 mm.
Delivery excluding fuse

Order No. 2213

Accessories
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High-current Cable
High-current cable, red, highly flexible, both sides are equipped with 
cable lugs for bolts M8, for connection of power fuse holder and battery

High-current cable, 25 mm², Length: 40 cm           Order No. 2262
High-current cable, 35 mm², Length: 40 cm           Order No. 2263

Connection Cable for SMI Inverter
Cable sets for plus (red) and minus (black) battery connection of the 
SMI Inverters “ST”, highly flexible high-current cables, ready-made, 
including pipe cable lug for bolt M8
order no. 2268 and 2272 25 mm² for SMI 1200 ST(-NVS)
order no. 2269 and 2273 35 mm² for SMI 1700 ST(-NVS)

Cable set red/black 25 mm², 1 m Length       Order No. 2268
Cable set   red/black  35 mm², 1 m Length      Order No. 2269
Cable set   red/black 25 mm², 2 m Length     Order No. 2272 
Cable set   red/black  35 mm², 2 m Length   Order No. 2273

Additional Remote Control for Sine Inverter
Extension set with 2nd remote control for VOTRONIC Sine Inverter SMI 
(-NVS) of all capacity classes. In addition to the remote control, which 
is included in the standard delivery of the inverter, it allows complete 
control and further operation of the inverter from a second location 
(right / left, driver’s cabin / body).
Delivery Scope: Remote Control, Y distributor, connection cable 5 m, 
connection cable 30 cm length

Order No. 2067

Control Unit 
On/off control unit for VOTRONIC Sine Inverter SMI (-NVS) of all capa-
city classes. The control is effected by a +12 V signal (ON), e. g. of D+ 
(inverter works automatically during motor operation for light pole, 
air-conditioner, refrigerating and heat boxes, large consumers etc.) 
or centrally from a general main switch (all units including the power 
packs are switched-on/off when entering or leaving the vehicle).
Delivery Scope: Control Unit, connection cable 30 cm length, 
operating manual     

Order No. 2065
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Accessories

Remote Control S for Automatic Charger
Suitable for automatic charges of series Pb and VAC, as well as for 
charging converters of series VCC, 12 V and 24 V. If the unit has 
been installed at a difficultly accessible location, unit status and 
charging progress are indicated by the pilot lamps (LED). One of the 
corresponding main functions of the unit can be remote-controlled 
by means of the switch, such as silent run (night operation) of the 
chargers of series Pb and VAC, standby of the chargers of series 
VAC-F-, VAC-F II- and VAC-Station for intervention vehicles, as well 
as for the charging converters of series VCC. The remote control is 
executed as panel version. Appearance and mechanics (identical 
height 85 mm) are adapted to the other displays of the VOTRONIC 
modular system.
Delivery Scope: connection cable 5m length, fastening screws, 
drilling jig

Order No. 2075        

85

Remote Indicator IP67 
The green light-emitting diode indicates the readiness for operation 
of the charger and the (inserted) mains power supply of the vehicle. 
Suitable for automatic chargers of the Votronic series "Pb...", "VAC..." 
and "VAC...DUO" with 6-pole plug-type connection "Remote Control" 
(except of VAC Station and VAC FIRE-CAN).  The remote display can 
be installed at any desired location via a bore hole, 8 mm. It can be 
installed at any well visible location in the inside area (for instance in 
the dashboard), as well as outside with high tightness IP 67, such as 
near the driver’s door.

Delivery Scope: Connection strands red/black of 2 m length, 
connection adapter, connection cable of 5 m length, plug-and-go on 
both sides, packing washer, coupling ring.                

Order No. 2081

Picture alike

LED Remote Control S for Charging Converter
Suitable for the current charging converters of the series VCC 1212. 
The LED pilot lamps indicate the unit status and the charging pro-
gress, and the unit switch is used for specific functions of the units. 
The remote control is executed as panel version with plane surface. 
Appearance and mechanics (identical height 85 mm) are adapted 
to the other displays of the VOTRONIC modular system.  
Dimensions: (WxHxD): 47x85x18 mm.

Delivery Scope: Connection Cable, 5 m Length, Fastening Screws, 
Drilling Jig  

Order No. 2076

85
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DCF Module
The module is made for the europe-wide reception of the time signal 
transmitter DCF 77, which shows the middle-european time to the split  
second. The module is connected per plug and play.   
(WxDxH): 61x40x25 mm, Weight: 65 g

Delivery Scope: connection cable 2 m lenght  

Order No. 2062

Cable Set for Connection Solar Charging Controller at EBL
Readily assembled Cable Set for the connection of a VOTRONIC Solar 
Charging Controller at the suitable output of an existing Schaudt "Elekt-
roblock (EBL) with connected Controll and Display Panel (DT.../LT...).

Before, please imperatively check the compatibility of your Schaudt Elec-
troblock (EBL) and the corresponding control and display panel. 
For further information, see our website, menu item "Solar Controller 
Technology".

Delivery Scope: Cable Set 1 m length, manual

Order No. 2007

Cover for Smart Shunt 
Plastic Cover for Smart Shunt 100, 200 and 400 for LCD Battery  
Computer S or VPC Jupiter.

Order No. 2023

Bluetooth Connector S-BC
Communication module for VOTRONIC Energy Monitor App for display 
of the values of a VOTRONIC Solar Charging Controller (from 2013) 
and/or the LCD Battery Computer S or VPC Jupiter with Smart Shunt on 
a mobile terminal device via Bluetooth.

Delivery Scope: 2x Control Cable, 6-pole,1 m length        

Order No. 1430
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    MARINE APPLICATION
The VOTRONIC price-list comprises all units, which are also available as option in a special boat version with humidi-
ty-proof electronic system. They are specially marked. The extra charge is marked with the corresponding sign (x or o). 
Furthermore a "1" is to be added in front of the order number.

VOTRONIC  INFOLINE 
Exchange
Phone:  +49 (0) 6641 91173-0
Fax: +49 (0) 6641 91173-10
E-Mail:    info@votronic.de

Trader Contact
Phone:  +49 (0) 6641 91173-73
Fax: +49 (0) 6641 91173-20
E-Mail:    verkauf@votronic.de
E-Mail:    vertrieb@votronic.de

Technical Support
E-Mail:    support@votronic.de

Repair Service
Fax: +49 (0) 6641 91173-26
E-Mail:    service@votronic.de
 

›› As a developer and manufacturer of innovative electronics for mobile use we give our products exclusively to commercial customers.
      According to our General Terms and Conditions, our products are not approved for sales in USA and Canada.

The brand                                                   is legally protected. Deutsches Patent- und Markenamt – No. 30 2017 013 456

We are official CI-BUS partner of the Caravaning Industrie-Verband e.V. (CICID).
After consultation with us, manufacturers or original equipment manufacturers can integrate CI-BUS compatible units of our  
program into their systems.




